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Delhi Lieutenant Governor Vinai
Kumar Saxena will take legal action

against AAP leaders, including MLAs
Atishi, Saurabh Bhardwaj, Durgesh
Pathak and Delhi Dialogue
Commission (DDC) vice chairman
Jasmine Shah, for levelling “false” cor-
ruption charges against him.

The Arvind Kejriwal-led party is up
in arms against the L-G after Pathak
alleged in the Assembly that Saxena, as

Khadi and Village Industries
Commission (KVIC) chairman, had put
pressure on his employees to exchange
�1,400 crore demonetised notes in
2016. Raj Niwas officials pointed out the
CBI has enquired into the case at the
behest of KVIC only.

“The matter was probed by the CBI
and the agency has already filed a
charge sheet against two accused KVIC
employees. The matter is pending in the
Rouse Avenue Court,” they said. 

Continued on Page 2
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Amid the growing clamour for
Opposition unity after the change

in political equation in Bihar, Telangana
Chief Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao
called on his Bihar counterpart Nitish
Kumar to plan a strategy to bring non-
Congress parties together to take on the
Modi Government in 2024 polls.

The TRS leader shared the dais at
a public event in Patna with Nitish and
his deputy Tejashwi Yadav. He also met
RJD chief Lalu Prasad at his residence.

The Nitish-KCR meeting is being
seen as an important step in the direc-
tion of achieving Opposition unity.
When reporters bombarded KCR with
questions about whether he was plan-
ning a third front, Nitish chipped in say-
ing, “It’s going to be the main front.”

Nitish is reportedly in close contact
with the Congress’ high command and
may try to convince KCR to take on
board the Congress to defeat Modi.

Continued on Page 2
Bihar Minister, accused in 

kidnapping case, resigns (See P5)
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Aday after the US grounded
its entire fleet of 400

Chinook helicopters due to a
“small number” of fires in the
engine, India on Wednesday
said it will have little impact on
the IAF, and it will continue fly-
ing them.  

India has procured 15
Chinooks from the US in the
last few years.

While the flying opera-
tions are on at the moment, the
IAF has sought a report from
the US about the reasons for
grounding the heavy lift heli-
copter, sources said here. 

Continued on Page 2
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In a first sign of revival of the
economy post-Covid slow-

down, the country registered a
growth of 13.5 per cent in the
April-June period this fiscal —
the fastest in the last four quar-
ters — perked up mainly by
impressive performance in the

agriculture and services sectors.
However, the  first quarter

growth at 13.5 per cent is less
than the RBI’s projection of
16.2 per cent released earlier
this month. Several analysts
had hoped for a double digit
growth in the first quarter of
the current fiscal due to the
base effect.

The gross domestic prod-
uct (GDP) expanded by 8.4 per
cent in July-September 2021,
5.4 per cent in October-
December 2021 and 4.1 per
cent in January-March 2022.

“Real GDP at constant
(2011-12) prices in Q1 2022-23
is estimated to attain a level of

�36.85 lakh crore as against
�32.46 lakh crore in Q1 2021-
22, showing a growth of 13.5
per cent as compared to 20.1
per cent in Q1 2021-22,” the
NSO statement said.

The real GDP in absolute
terms stood at �27.03 lakh
crore in the April-June quarter
in 2020. It had contracted by
23.8 per cent in the first quar-
ter of 2020-21 on account of
lockdown restrictions to curb
the spread of coronavirus.

As per the data, Gross
Value Added (GVA) grew by
12.7 per cent to �34.41 lakh
crore in April-June this year.

Continued on Page 2
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Atale of inhuman torture
has unfolded since Sunita,

a 29-year-old tribal help who
was allegedly held captive at
now-suspended BJP leader
Seema Patra's residence in
Ranchi, was rescued by the
police, an officer here said on
Wednesday.

Patra, the wife of a retired
IAS officer, was arrested dur-
ing the day.

Sunita was found in an
"indescribable condition" on
the night of August 22, Argora
Police Station in-charge Vinod
Kumar said.

"She had severe wounds
and burn marks all over her
body, as examined by a woman
officer. She looked highly mal-
nourished. She is in a state of
trauma. Sunita claimed that

she was made to lick her
urine… Many of her teeth are
missing. She was allegedly hit
with iron rods," Kumar told
PTI.

Sunita, who claimed she
was held captive for eight
years, is now undergoing treat-
ment at Rajendra Institute of
Medical Sciences (RIMS) here.  

The victim's statement was
recorded before a magistrate
on Tuesday. Vivek Basky, a
friend of the BJP leader's son,
had approached the police to
inform them about Sunita,
following which an FIR was
registered under various pro-
visions of the SC/ST Act and
IPC. The police then con-
ducted a raid at Patra's Ashok
Nagar residence.

A video of Sunita narrating
her ordeal had gone viral on
social media, following which

clamour for Patra's arrest had
grown louder across the state
and elsewhere. She was subse-
quently suspended by the
party.

Patra, following her arrest
earlier in the day, claimed that
she was innocent and "being
framed" in the case. She has
been sent on 14 days of judi-
cial custody.

A team from the National
Commission for Women met
Sunita at RIMS to take note of
her present condition.

Members of various tribal
outfits have also been visiting
the hospital to enquire about
Sunita since Tuesday.

They demanded stern
action against Patra under the
Scheduled Castes and the
Scheduled Tribes (Prevention
of Atrocities) Act.

Meanwhile, the Congress

attacked the BJP over the
alleged torture of the woman,
claiming humiliating tribals
is "in the DNA" of the saffron
party. “Patra took the tribal
daughter Sunita hostage, got
the floor of the house cleaned
with her tongue, stamped her
body with a hot pan and made
her drink urine. The BJP
leader, who committed such a
heinous crime, was made the
state convener of Beti Bachao,
Beti Padhao by the party,"
AICC spokesperson Gaurav
Vallav said.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi is silent on the plight of
Sunita, Vallav claimed, assert-
ing that the tribal society will
avenge the humiliation in the
2024 Lok Sabha elections.

JMM chief spokesperson
Supriyo Bhattacharya alleged
that the BJP was all out to spoil

the social fabric of the country
by raising only those inci-
dents in which minority com-
munity members are involved
and at the same time was
maintaining silence on issues
involving its leaders. 

Telangana Rashtra Samithi
(TRS) working president KT
Rama Rao said he would be
happy to contribute “in his per-
sonal capacity” to Sunita's edu-
cation as she has wanted to

study.
BJP leaders said that the

saffron party does not tolerate
such incidents and suspended
Patra immediately.

Jharkhand Governor
Ramesh Bais on Tuesday had
asked DGP Neeraj Sinha as to
why no action was taken
against Patra after allegations
surfaced that she was torturing
her 29-year-old domestic help
who is a tribal woman. 
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In a shocking incident
fomenting trouble in the

border State of Punjab, four
masked men vandalised a
church in Thakarpura village of
Patti town close to the Indo-
Pak border in Tarn Taran dis-
trict. Condemning the incident,
Chief Minister Bhagwant
Mann on Wednesday ordered
a probe into the desecration
and fire incident, declaring
that nobody will be allowed to
disturb brotherhood and har-
mony in the State.

As the CCTV cameras,
installed inside the church,
captured the entire incident,
the four masked men were seen
entering the church building
and then pointing a pistol at the

watchman's head. They also
tied up the watchman's hands
before vandalizing the church.
They broke two idols and also
burnt the pastor's car before
leaving.  Following the incident,
a police team, led by Tarn
Taran Senior Superintendent of
Police (SSP) reached the spot to
take stock of the situation. To
further avert any trouble, heavy
police deployment has been
made in the area.

A case has been registered
in the matter and efforts are on
to arrest those behind the inci-
dent, said SSP Dhillon.

A group of Christians
held a protest against the van-
dalization of the church and
blocked all routes leading to
Khemkaran, Bhikhiwind, Patti,
Harike, and Ferozepur. The

protesters demanded the
immediate arrest of the
accused.

SSP Dhillon, who reached
the protest site, assured the agi-
tators that the culprits will be
arrested soon. "It is a conspir-
acy by some mischievous ele-
ments who wanted to disturb
peace in the state," said the SSP.

"We have taken stock of
the situation and are investi-
gating the matter. We will soon
catch those who were behind
this incident," he added.

Ordering a probe into the
incident, Chief Minister Mann
said that strict action will be
taken against those involved in
it. "This is a highly con-
demnable incident and sever-
est of severe action must be
taken against the perpetrators

of this heinous crime," he said.
In another incident, pages

of the Sikhs' religious book,
Gutka Sahib, were found scat-
tered near the old civil hospi-
tal building in Phagwara, fol-
lowing which the Police has
registered a case on
Wednesday.

Some sweepers found the
pages of 'Gutka Sahib' scattered
under a tree near the old civil
hospital's abandoned building,
said the police, adding that a
case under relevant sections,
including 295-A (deliberate
and malicious acts, intended to
outrage religious feelings of any
class by insulting its religion or
religious beliefs), of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) has been reg-
istered against unknown per-
sons.
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Sustaining the process of
holding dialogue to ensure

peace at the border, division-
al commanders of Indian and
Chinese armies on Wednesday
held talks at the border  in
Ladakh.  They reviewed the
ongoing efforts to maintain
stability and tranquility there
in the backdrop of ongoing
stand-offs at some friction
points at the Line of Actual
Control(LAC)for the last two
years.

The two divisional com-
manders of the rank of Major
General agreed to keep all

channels of communication
open to maintain peace at the
LAC and avoid escalating ten-
sion in the already sensitive
environment, sources said
here.

They also said such meet-
ings at various levels of com-
manders are held regularly as
part of confidence building
measure and resolve any local
issues as soon as possible.

Talks are on at the diplo-
matic and military level
between the two countries for
the last two years since trouble
erupted at the LAC in Eastern
Ladakh.  Efforts are on for
speedy disengagement of
troops from the friction points.
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“The people on the basis of

whose statements these allega-
tions are being manufactured
against the LG are the two peo-
ple who have prima facie been
found to be engaged in cor-
ruption at KVIC after demon-
etisation by CBI. It is amply
clear that a corrupt AAP is
using corrupt people to divert
attention from their wide-
spread misdeeds that includes
massive corruption in educa-
tion, liquor and PWD amount-
ing to thousands of crores,”
they said.

“Saxena has taken a serious
view of these blatantly false,
defamatory and obviously
diversionary allegations made
by these AAP leaders and has
decided to take legal action
against them so that the AAP

does not get away with its
characteristic shoot and scoot,”
sources said.

Officials pointed out at the
time of demonetisation the
KVIC issued a circular on
November 9, 2016 stating that
the old currency notes of Rs
1000 and Rs 500 will not be
accepted by any sales outlets
and establishments with imme-
diate effect.

The sources stated that
certain demonetised notes were
deposited in the account of
Khadi Gramodyog Bhavan
(KGB), New Delhi, on various
dates. The matter was imme-
diately referred to the Chief
Vigilance Officer (CVO) of
KVIC for investigation and
action. The CBI was also
informed accordingly and on
the basis of this information, a

joint surprise check was con-
ducted by them on April 06,
2017.

“After preliminary investi-
gation, the CVO on April 17th,
2017 recommended the sus-
pension and transfer of the four
officials of KGB including AK
Garg, Manager, Ajay Gupta,
Sales In-charge, Sanjeev Kumar
Malik, Salesman-III (Head
Cashier), Pradeep Yadav, LDC
(Head Cashier),” officials said.

“As per the advice of the
CVO, all these four officers
were immediately suspended
and transferred to different
places for conducting free and
fair inquiry. The CVO, in its
report, stated that during
November 10, 2016 to
December 31, 2016 a total
amount of Rs 22,17,000 was
deposited in the KGB bank

account in Delhi in which
2140 notes were of Rs 500
denomination and 1147 notes
were of Rs 1000 denomination,”
they said.

“On May 29, 2017 KVIC
informed the CBI about the
preliminary investigation done
by CVO and action taken
against the four officials. CBI,
after thorough investigation,
found the involvement of only
two persons, namely, Sanjeev
Malik and Pradeep Yadav, both
Head Cashier, in depositing the
demonetised notes and regis-
tered an FIR on July 10, 2017
against them. The CBI, after
investigation, found that only
Rs 17,07,000 were deposited in
the form of demonetized cur-
rency notes in the account of
KGB, instead of Rs 22,17,000,
as reported by CVO,” sources

informed.
“The CBI, after scrutiniz-

ing the relevant cash deposit
slips of KGB, concluded that
out of the total cash deposit of
Rs 22,17,000 in the denomina-
tion of Rs 1000 and Rs 500, a
total amount of Rs 5,10,000-
were legal tender and not in the
form of demonetised currency
notes. Hence, the amount was
arrived at Rs 17,07,000. The
CBI has already filed
chargesheet against the two
accused -Sanjeev Kumar Malik
and Pradeep Yadav - and the
matter is pending in the Rouse
Avenue Court,” they stated.

“LG reiterated that the
matter being falsely touted by
the AAP is with regards to just
Rs 17.07 lakh as against the
claims of Rs 1400 crore which
is nothing but a figment of

imagination for which the
habitual liars will face the con-
sequences,” sources added.

According to sources in
the Delhi Government,  every-
one accepts that a massive
money laundering scam hap-
pened in KVIC during the
Chairmanship of Saxena. "Two
witnesses have given a signed
statement that Vinai Saxena
was the kingpin of this entire
Rs 1400 Cr scam. Yet the CBI
never made him an accused or
called him even once for inves-
tigation. AAP is only demand-
ing that Vinai Saxena’s role in
this scam be thoroughly inves-
tigated and until that period he
should resign as LG of Delhi.
If he has nothing to hide, why
is he resisting investigation?
Law should apply equally for
everyone," said the sources.

From Page 1
The Chinook is a twin

rotor helicopter and the IAF
uses them for operations in the
high altitude regions like
Ladakh, Siachen and some
inaccessible regions in the
north-east,  including
Arunachal Pradesh.

Besides carrying troops
and equipment, the Chinooks
are also capable of slinging the
light artillery guns like the M-
777 from one point to anoth-
er,  thereby providing opera-
tional flexibility to the local
commanders in remote moun-

tainous areas.
The first batch of these

helicopters was inducted into
the IAF in 2019, and the deliv-
ery of all the helicopters was
completed by 2020 by its man-
ufacturer Boeing.  India inked
a deal in September 2015
worth 3.1 billion dollars for 15
Chinooks and 22 Apache
attack helicopters. 

All the helicopters are now
operating in the IAF.

The IAF’s Chinooks set a
record in April this year by fly-

ing the longest, non-stop heli-
copter sortie in India, with the
operational training task
requiring it  to f ly from
Chandigarh to Jorhat. It flew
a distance of 1,910 km in
seven-and-a-half hours.

Meanwhile, reports from
Washington said the US Army
has grounded its entire fleet of
Chinook helicopters, a battle-
field workhorse since the
1960s, over the risk of engine
fires.  The Wall Street Journal,
which broke the story, said

such an extreme step was
taken out of abundance of cau-
tion.

Officials told the Wall
Street Journal the US Army
was aware of a small number
of engine fires in the heli-
copters, and the incidents did
not result in any injuries or
deaths.  “One of the officials
said the fires occurred in
recent days,” the Journal said.
“The US Army Materiel
Command grounded the fleet
of hundreds of helicopters out

of an abundance of caution.”
The grounding of the

heavy-lift Chinook helicopters
could pose logistical chal-
lenges for American soldiers,
depending on how long the
order lasts, the Journal said.

Army spokesperson
Cynthia Smith said the Army
has identified the cause of the
leaks and is working to resolve
the problem. Smith said some
helicopters may not require
the fix, so they may be able to
return to flight soon, accord-

ing to AP.
The fleet was grounded

during the past weekend.
Smith said there were no
injuries or deaths associated
with the fires but the Army
temporarily grounded the fleet
out of an abundance of cau-
tion.

The Chinook is the
Army’s key heavy-lift heli-
copter, used to transport
troops and equipment, and
was a familiar sight in the
Afghanistan and Iraq wars.

From Page 1
The GVA growth in the

farm sector is 4.5 per cent in
the first quarter compared to
2.2 per cent a year ago.
However, the GVA growth in
the manufacturing sector
decelerated sharply to 4.8 per
cent during the quarter from
49 per cent during the year-
ago period.

GVA growth in mining is
6.5 per cent in the quarter
compared to 18 per cent. The
GVA in the construction sec-
tor also decelerated to 16.8
per cent in the quarter from
71.3 per cent.

The electricity, gas, water
supply and other utility ser-
vices segment grew by 14.7
per cent in the quarter com-
pared to 13.8 per cent a year
ago. GVA growth in the ser-
vices sector — trade, hotel,
transport, communication
and services related to broad-

casting — was 25.7 per cent
during the f irst quarter
against 34.3 per cent.

Financial, real estate and
professional services grew by
9.2 per cent in the first quar-
ter over 2.3 per cent earlier.

The NSO stated that the
Nominal GDP or GDP at
Current Prices in Q1 2022-23
is estimated at �64.95 lakh
crore against �51.27 lakh
crore in Q1 2021-22, showing
a growth of 26.7 per cent
compared to 32.4 per cent a
year ago.

Meanwhile, finance sec-
retary T V Somanathan said
on Wednesday that   Indian
economy is on course for a 7-
plus per cent growth rate in
the current fiscal year,

Commenting on the first
quarter GDP growth rate of
13.5 per cent, he said the
economy is 4 per cent above
pre-Covid levels.
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It will be interesting to see

the outcome of the KCR-Nitish
meeting. Since KCR is rooting
for a third front and Nitish is
favouring a broad-based unity
of the Opposition parties, the
two leaders have miles to cover
before they reach some under-
standing on evolving a joint
strategy to take on the BJP. 

While KCR has been lob-
bying for a third front and
holding talks with the likes of
Mamata Banerjee, MK Stalin,
Arvind Kejriwal, Uddhav
Thackeray, Sharad Pawar, and
Akhilesh Yadav, Nitish is
reportedly in favour of bring-
ing together the entire
Opposition camp, including
the Congress, under one
umbrella.

BJP leader Sushil Kumar
Modi took a dig at his former
boss Nitish and KCR saying
their meeting is a “get-togeth-
er of two daydreamers”. Modi

said it is a meeting of two lead-
ers who are losing their base in
their respective States and
“desiring to become Prime
Minister of the country”.

“It is a meeting of two day-
dreamers who have no stand-
ing in front of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi,” the Rajya
Sabha member said. He also
dubbed the meeting the “latest
comedy show of Opposition
unity.”

KCR called for a “BJP-
mukt Bharat”, blaming the saf-
fron party’s Government at
the Centre for the many ills
plaguing the country. At a
press conference later which he
addressed in the presence of
Nitish, whom he fondly called
“bade bhai” (big brother), Rao
skirted questions about who
will lead a united Opposition
and whether the Congress will
be taken on board.

To a pointed query about
whether the Bihar CM, who

dumped the BJP earlier this
month, could be considered as
the prime ministerial candidate
of the opposition, KCR evad-
ed a direct reply but said
“Nitish Kumar is among the
senior-most and best leaders in
the country. We will decide
these things later”.

“These things will be
decided in due course. We are
in no hurry,” said Rao, in reply
to questions about the prime
ministerial candidate and the
role of the Congress, to which
the TRS is bitterly opposed.

Nitish and KCR addressed
a public event where the duo
lashed out at the Narendra
Modi government in the
Centre and criticised its “exces-
sive prachaar-prasaar” (pub-
licity) besides its alleged lack of
sensitivity towards the needs of
the states. KCR took a veiled
dig at BJP which has under-
taken an aggressive campaign
to expand its base in the south-

ern state.
Kumar’s speech was pre-

ceded by KCR giving cheques
of Rs 10 lakh each to five sol-
diers from the state who were
killed in the stand-off with
Chinese troops in the Galwan
valley of Ladakh in 2020.
KCR also gave away cheques
of Rs five lakh each to family
members of 12 migrant
labourers from Bihar who
died in a fire in Hyderabad in
March.

In his brief speech in
Hindi, KCR referred to Bihar
as being the land of “kranti”
(revolution) and said his home
State was the land of the
Godavari river, called the
“Ganga of the south while the
holy r iver itself  f lowed
through the eastern province”. 

KCR also ridiculed Modi
for having uttered “Ab ki baar
Trump sarkaar” during a visit
to the US many years ago, call-
ing it a “diplomatic blunder”.
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The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
members sat on a dharna

outside the CBI headquarters
for more than an hour in the
national Capital on Wednesday
after they went to meet the cen-
tral agency’s Director Subodh
Kumar Jaiswal to demand a
probe into alleged attempts to
topple non-BJP Governments
and were unable to meet him.

The 10-member delegation
of AAP MLAs reached the CBI
headquarters to meet its
Director at 3 P.M. even though
his office did not respond to
their request for a meeting.

The AAP had earlier in the
day said it would meet Jaiswal
to demand a probe into the
alleged attempts to unseat non-
BJP Governments in various
States by the saffron party by
poaching Legislators under
'Operation Lotus'.

AAP MLA from Kalkaji,
Atishi, who was part of the 10-
member delegation, said the
party had earlier sent an e-mail
to Jaiswal's office seeking an
appointment with him but it
was yet to get a response. While
talking to reporters outside CBI

headquarters, AAP Rajya Sabha
MP, Sanjay Singh said, “This
proves that the CBI functions at
the behest of the BJP... I had also
requested an appointment with
the CBI Director but I am yet to
get any response.”

Singh termed as unfortu-
nate the CBI's refusal to allow
AAP Legislators to meet the
agency Director and lodge a
complaint, saying even an ordi-
nary police station receives
complaints from the people

when they reach there. "But
here, elected MLAs of Delhi
who want to lodge a complaint
against the BJP's ‘Operation
Lotus’ in Delhi have been made
to stand outside the CBI head-
quarters for an hour," he
charged. "The CBI must probe
the toppling of Governments by
the BJP and ascertain the source
of the money being used for
buying MLAs under Operation
Lotus,” he demanded.  After
meeting with CBI officials,

Atishi said that it is shocking
and saddening that the people’s
representatives have been made
to agitate for hours just for an
entry into a public office. “We
had only come here to file a sim-
ple complaint. We are not ter-
rorists. We have been sent here
by the public. We have seen less-
er police bandobast for hard-
ened criminals. I fail to under-
stand why we are being stopped
like this. 

It is clear that the CBI, too,
is a part of Operation Lotus, see-
ing how it is used to overthrow
Governments. Now we can only
hope for them to take cogni-
sance and take up an investiga-
tion into the matter as an inde-
pendent agency,” she said.

The BJP has denied the alle-
gations and demanded that
AAP MLAs who claimed that
they have been approached by
the BJP and offered up to Rs 20
crore to switch sides should
undergo a lie detector test.

Delhi's Deputy Chief
Minister Manish Sisodia had
accused the BJP of trying to
poach AAP MLAs and topple
the Kejriwal Government after
the CBI raids against him in the
alleged excise scam. 
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Delhi Assembly proceed-
ings were adjourned till

Thursday following sloga-
neering by AAP MLAs who
demanded a CBI probe into
the alleged ‘Operation Lotus’
by the BJP.

The AAP members also
supported the BJP's demand
for a probe into the allegations
of poaching of MLAs. The
special session was disrupted
for the third day on
Wednesday as the ruling AAP
and Opposition BJP MLAs
forced adjournments. 

SAs soon as the House
assembled for a discussion on
the confidence motion on
Wednesday, BJP MLA Vijender
Gupta asked Deputy Speaker

Rakhi Birla to take up his call-
ing attention motion, even as
AAP MLA Atishi tried to raise
the issue of ‘Operation Lotus’
of the BJP. Members of both
sides shouted slogans, prompt-
ing Birla to adjourn the House
till 11.30 A.M.                  

The AAP MLAs also
torched an effigy of ‘Operation
Lotus’ at the Assembly premis-
es, even as the BJP called it an
'unconstitutional incident'
against which legal action
should be taken.      

Gupta's calling attention
motion concerned alleged cor-
ruption in the construction of
classrooms in Delhi
Government schools.  

When the House recon-
vened, Gupta asked Birla under
which rule she allowed Atishi
to make a statement on issues
other than the no-confidence
motion. He kept on question-
ing Birla while his party MLAs
also supported him. 

Birla said the Opposition
members had not allowed the

House to function in the last
few days, and marshalled out
Gupta following which his fel-
low MLAs walked out in
protest. Atishi alleged that the
BJP is an "anti-women party as
its members do not allow a
woman to speak while anoth-
er woman is in the chair".

Her allegations were also
supported by her party mem-
bers who also started raising
slogans against the saffron
party, calling it a "Bachcha
Chor Party", apparently refer-
ring to the recent arrest of a
BJP corporator in a child kid-
napping case.

She alleged that the BJP
tried to de-establish the Delhi
Government through its
‘Operation Lotus’ which
involves three steps -- using
central agencies (ED, CBI,
Income Tax Department),
scaring ruling party MLAs
and luring them".  

"The BJP has bought 277
MLAs for Rs 6,300 crore under
the 'Operation Lotus'. They

collected this money by
increasing fuel prices," she
alleged.      

AAP MLA Durgesh
Pathak said, "The BJP has said
a probe should be carried out
into the AAP MLA's poaching
charges. We welcome and sup-
port BJP MPs demand for this
probe."                 

Party MLA Kuldeep
Kumar alleged that when he
refused the BJP's offer of Rs 20
crore, "they threatened to
frame me and send behind the
bars in a fake case".

Gupta, who was mar-
shalled out, said the
Government is "hell-bent on
evading people's questions"
about the way they "looted
public money".  "In the three
days since the special Assembly
session was called, the
Government did not allow
'Question Hour', 'Short
Duration Discussion' or any
other Opposition question to
be raised in the Assembly," he
claimed.
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The Leader of Opposition
(LoP) in Delhi Assembly,

Ramvir Singh Bidhuri on
Wednesday termed the burn-
ing of the effigy of the BJP with
the placard of ‘Operation Lotus’
stuck on it by AAP MLAs in
Delhi Assembly premises as
highly condemnable and said
that the Arvind Kejriwal
Government is adopting a dic-
tatorial attitude with the
Opposition while killing
democracy.

Bidhuri has written a letter
and shared a video of the inci-
dent with the Lieutenant-
Governor (L-G), Vinai Kumar
Saxena. In his letter he request-
ed the L-G to take legal action
by summoning a report from
the Assembly Secretary in this
matter.

Bidhuri alleged that for
the fourth-consecutive day, the
Opposition was not given a
chance to speak in the Delhi
Assembly. “There is no such
instance anywhere in the world
where the Assembly has been
in session for four days with-
out discussing any problem of
the public, any issue or any plan
related to the public has been
discussed in it,” said Bidhuri,
MLA from Delhi’s Badarpur.

Bidhuri said that Rs 77
crore are spent on the session

of the Assembly and it is the
hope and aspiration of the
people that their representa-
tives will sit together and find
solutions to their problems
and will make plans to provide
them facilities, but the Kejriwal
Government did not allow the
Delhi Assembly to do so.

“AAP does not even con-
sider it an appropriate forum to
answer the questions of the
public posed by the
Opposition. 

At this time the people of
Delhi are questioning the
Government over the liquor
scam as well as the education
scam, DTC scam and Delhi Jal
Board scam. 

The transport situation in
Delhi is also in bad condition
as 3,760 buses of DTC have
completed their shelf life and
are still in service, at the risk of
the public's safety,” the LoP
alleged. He said that the

Opposition wants to discuss
these public issues in the
Assembly, and that is why the
BJP MLAs have given discus-
sion notices on various topics
to get answers to public’s ques-
tions. “However, even after
being accepted for discussion,
they were not allowed to talk
about these issues.

For four-consecutive-days,
whenever the Opposition
members requested a discus-
sion on these subjects, they
were thrown out of the House.
It symbolises dictatorship and
arbitrariness as well as a blatant
murder of democracy,” said
Bidhuri.

Bidhuri said that it is sur-
prising that the MLAs of the
ruling party are raising slogans
in the House, staging a dharna
and using abusive language, but
instead of taking any action
against them, the Opposition
BJP MLAs are being expelled.
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Delhi Lieutenant Governor
Vinai Kumar Saxena on

Wednesday warned of "exem-
plary action" against staffers
flagging recent "violations and
procedural lapses" in the
Excise, Education and Public
Works departments.

Saxena reviewed the work-
ing of the Directorate of
Vigilance (DoV) on Tuesday
and also flagged instances of
inordinate delay in investiga-
tion by the department and the
Anti-Corruption Branch
(ACB).

He also stressed that per-
formance audit of departments
and public services must be
done on regular basis.

The LG directed the
Vigilance Department to
process the requests of investi-
gating agencies like Anti
Corruption Bureau (ACB) and
Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI), made under Section
17(A) and Section (19) of
Prevention and Corruption
Act, 1988, in a time-bound
manner. Underlining that the
suspension of an official pend-
ing inquiry cannot be an exer-
cise in perpetuity, he asked the

DoV to review all suspension
cases on merit within one
month, said an official.
Flagging instances of inordi-
nate delay in investigation by
the ACB and the DoV, the LG
said such delays defeat the
very cause of justice and asked
for all such cases to be reviewed
within a month. 

In this regard, he also
instructed for framing a mech-
anism of online complaints,
which should be processed
and disposed within one
month in accordance with a
proper checklist/SOP, he added.

After going through a pre-
sentation made by the secre-
tary, Vigilance, he issued
detailed and strict instructions
for ensuring efficiency, trans-
parency and effectiveness in the
functioning of department,
officials said.
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The BJP MPs on Wednesday
demanded forensic inves-

tigation of Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal’s accusation
that �20 crore per MLA was
offered by the BJP to destablise
his Government in the nation-
al Capital. 

The BJP MPs also
demanded lie detector tests
for Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
MLAs who claimed to have
been offered �20 crore. All
seven MPs have also written a
letter to Delhi Lieutenant-
Governor VK Saxena urging
him to order a probe by agen-
cies to look into the allegations
of the AAP leaders.

BJP MPs Manoj Tiwari,
Ramesh Bidhuri, Hans Raj
Hans and Parvesh Verma
alleged that the AAP is doing
a "drama" of being an "anti-cor-
ruption" party and the investi-
gation will "expose" them.
"Since they have claimed that
the BJP has offered them

money up to �20 crore, it is a
matter of forensic investigation.
Why are they not revealing the
names of those who called
them? Why no legal action has
been taken against those mak-
ing poaching attempts? We
have taken the allegations of
Arvind Kejriwal gang serious-
ly, and therefore we have writ-
ten a letter to the Lieutenant-
Governor. We have demanded
a forensic investigation," Tiwari
said.

Tiwari said, “Manish
Sisodia whose phone was
seized by the CBI, claimed
that he got a call on his per-
sonal number and was asked to
switch sides. What time did he
get the call? What’s the num-
ber? They are busy misleading
the people of Delhi. We want a
forensic investigation.”

The former Delhi BJP pres-
ident claimed that AAP leaders
have been constantly changing
their statements on the Excise
Policy issue. Parvesh Sahib
Singh also called for a "lie

detector test" for the AAP
MLAs so the probe can "expose
their drama.” “The AAP
Government claimed to have
the best education model in the
world, but their children are
not taking advantage of it.They
also have the best health model
in the world, but their families,
MLAs, MPs do not take advan-
tage of it," he added.

Taking a dig at Kejriwal,
Verma  said the CM doesn’t
trust his own MLAs.They have
62 MLAs and still he called for
a trust vote. This is nothing but
a drama by the CM to divert
the public’s attention from the
scams in liquor and education,”
Verma said.

South Delhi MP Ramesh
Bidhuri said offering a bribe to
an elected representative is a
punishable offence. “The AAP
should share the names of
people who approached their
MLAs and offered them money
to join the BJP. A FIR should be
registered against such people,”
he said.
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Having had a tough time for
the past month, tipplers

may be able to get their choice
of brands from Government
liquor shops across Delhi from
Thursday. Under the old excise
policy, only Government-
owned liquor shops will sell
liquor in Delhi from Thursday. 

The excise department has
developed an App mobile app
"mAbkaridelhi", which will
become operational within a
day or two, providing con-
sumers information about the
location of liquor stores in
their neighborhood and shop
timings. 

The liquor vends that were
operating on Wednesday were
only selling the left-out stock of
booze in order to clear the stock
as the private liquor outlets will
not be able to operate from
September 1. 

However, the booze lovers
standing in large queues at
these vends were seen buying
liquor in huge quantities. The
liquor vends in the capital will
be open according to the old
timings, starting from 10 AM
till 10 PM. Ankush Khurana, a
resident of West Delhi’s Patel
Nagar, who was standing in a
queue at Karol Bagh liquor
vend said that he will buy beers

in large stock. “I think, Delhiites
will not see this kind of scheme
again in the city. I think rates
will be high in the next liquor
policy. Why not stock beers
now when it is available at
cheap rates. I will buy at least 12
bottles of beer,” said Khurana. 

AV Kumar, liquor vend
owner in the Paharganj area
said that they are clearing the
stock and every bottle in the
shop is being sold at a dis-
counted price. “The shops will
be closed from tomorrow. We
hope that our stock ends today
otherwise we will not be able to
sell them from September 1,”
said Kumar.

Another liquor vend owner
in West Delhi’s Rajouri area,
who did not wish to be named
said, “we are selling liquor at
loss, just to cover the maximum
amount of our capital invested
to open the shop. 

The government has
returned the old policy and now
we won’t be able to open the
shop from tomorrow.” “We
have not purchased the liquor
for the past one week, but still
the stock is left in the shop,” he
said. 

In Paharganj, two liquor
vends were open, but they
merely had any stock left, they
were selling the liquor bottles at
buy one get one scheme just to

clear the stock. Ajay Sharma, a
tippler standing in the queue at
Paharganj said, I am not able to
get my favorite brand for the
past couple of days as every
liquor vend I visit says that they
are not that there is no supply
due to the uncertainty that the
what will happen after
September 1.

“We have to buy what is left
in the shops; I am here to buy
one carton of whiskey at the
discounted price, which will last
for 15 days till then there will
be clarity on the opening of the
new retail liquor shops,” he said.

Talking about the new
excise policy and opening of
new liquor vends from
September 1, Vinod Giri,
Director General,
Confederation of Indian
Alcoholic Beverage Companies
(CIABC) said that many L1
licenses are in place, and around
240-260 outlets are likely to
start from day one, which will
go up to 500 within a month
while stocks are already filling
up in retail.

“However, consumers shall
find some of popular products
missing on shelves as they are
yet to register, nor is there a
clarity when will they register.
This will impact hotels, pubs,
bars, and restaurants where
such products are popular. 
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The Delhi Transport
Corporation (DTC) Board

on Wednesday approved a pen-
sion scheme for employees
and those employees, who were
on roll from August 1981 to
November 1992 and did not
opt for the DTC Pension
Scheme of 1992.  The board has
also approved extending the
benefits of the existing
Specialized Medical Scheme
of DTC Employees to all retired
employees. A proposal to this
effect is expected to be brought
before the cabinet soon.

“The DTC board also
resolved to extend the benefits
of the DTC Specialized Medical
Scheme to all retired pension-
ers, non pensioners, their
dependents and eligible depen-
dents of deceased employees of
DTC. This is expected to ben-
efit 30,000 retired employees of
DTC. 

The Specialized Medical
Scheme by DTC, currently
covers only their existing serv-
ing employees while the retired
employees who are pensioners
are paid a fixed medical
allowance of �500/- per month
which was increased to �1000/-
per month in Aug 2021,” Delhi
government said in a statement.
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Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on  Wednesday

launched ‘Delhi virtual school’ in
the national capital, calling it first
such school in the country. Soon
after his launch, the BJP leader
Ramvir Singh Bidhuri said that
Uttarakhand was first state to
launch a virtual school in
Dehradun in 2020 which offers
education from kindergarten to
grade 12. 

The National Progressive
Schools' Conference (NPSC), a
body of over 120 private schools
in Delhi, said that virtual schools
will "hand over school education
to coaching centres on a plat-
ter".Earlier, addressing a virtual
press conference, Kejriwal said
that the Delhi Government has
started virtual classrooms for stu-
dents, particularly girls.
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Days after the BJP alleged a
scam in Government

schools being run by the Delhi
Government, things took an
ugly turn on Wednesday after
leaders of AAP and BJP argued
on camera in the streets of the
city, outside Kautilya
Government Sarvodaya Bal
Vidyalaya in South Delhi’s
Greater Kailash area.

On Wednesday, AAP’s
Saurabh Bharadwaj and the
BJP’s Gaurav Bhatia tweeted
videos of their versions of the
brawl. The spat started when
Gaurav Bhatia visited a school
on the invitation of Saurabh
Bharadwaj, because he had
challenged the AAP
Government to take him to a
'single school' out of the 500
new ones built by the Arvind
Kejriwal Government as
promised in the AAP’s mani-
festo. 

The dare was accepted by
Bharadwaj during the TV
show, where it all began on
Tuesday. Bhatia claimed that
the AAP spokesperson could
not bring the list of 500 schools
while Bharadwaj said that

Bhatia had run away in the
middle.

“He (Bharadwaj) took us to
a school which was built in
1966. We have come to a sec-
ond school that is still not con-
structed. This is the reality
after eight-and-a-half years.
Thanks, the truth has come
out,” said Bhatia in a video.

Taking to Twitter, Bhatia
shared two videos. “As
promised reached the Kautilya
school at 11 o'clock to get a list
of 500 new schools from your
spokesperson.” 

“The spokesperson did not
give the list even after asking
for it. Called the old school as
his own then was caught lying.”
Education model of fanatical
beacon Arvind Kejriwal see for
yourself,” Bhatia tweeted, while
sharing video of the school.

Meanwhile Bharadwaj also
took to Twitter and said that
the BJP spokesperson did not
enter the school but ran away.

“Despite repeated requests,
Gaurav Bhatia did not enter the
second school and ran away.
We told that we have to see 498
more schools now, but he
refused and ran away,”
Bharadwaj tweeted.
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New Delhi: The National
Institute of Open Schooling
(NIOS) on Wednesday said
that the first virtual school in
the country was launched last
year by the Centre and not by
the Delhi government on
Wednesday. SR
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The CBI has registered a case
of disproportionate assets

against a former member of the
Central Administrative
Tribunal (CAT) and Securities
Appellate Tribunal (SAT), and
his wife.

A Preliminary Enquiry
(PE) into the matter was regis-
tered in 2019 against Jog Singh,
the then Member, Central
Administrative Tribunal,
Mumbai and subsequently the
then member Securities
Appellate Tribunal on the alle-
gation that Singh while func-
tioning as Member of Securities
Appellate Tribunal (SAT) at
Mumbai during 2013-2018 has
acquired immovable assets in
his name and in the name of
wife Shukla Singh and daugh-
ter, which are disproportionate

to their known sources of
income. Through the acquisi-
tion of disproportionate assets,
Jog Singh has prima facie
committed gross misconduct
by accumulating huge proper-
ties in his name and in the
name of his family members
which are disproportionate to
their source of income, accord-
ing to the PE report. The alle-

gations were verified and the
PE revealed that during the
period from 2006 to 2018, Jog
Singh has accumulated mov-
able and immovable assets in
his name and in the names of
his family members, which are
disproportionate to his known
sources of income. 

In 2006, he joined the
Central Administrative
Tribunal, Bombay Bench as
Member (Judicial), and relin-
quished the charge in 2011 after
completing tenure of five years. 

He was again appointed for
the second term as Member
(Judicial), Central
Administrative Tribunal on
December 30, 2011, wherein he
remained posted at Mumbai
Bench, Ahmedabad Bench and
Principal Bench, New Delhi. 

He relinquished the charge
of the office of Judicial

Member, CAT, Principal
Bench, New Delhi in 2013,
according to the contents of the
FIR. Later, he was appointed as
Member, Securities Appellate
Tribunal in 2013 and relin-
quished the charge of the same
in 2018 after completing tenure
of five years. The enquiry fur-
ther disclosed that during the
period from 2006 to 2018, he
has acquired assets in the form
of immovable properties, mov-
able properties. 

He was found in possession
of disproportionate assets to the
tune of Rs. 4,44,15,323 (164.60
per cent) more than his known
sources of income, reads the
FIR.Further, there are cash
deposits of more than Rs 29.68
lakhs in the account of Shukla
Singh during the check period
for which there is no proof of
income, added the FIR.
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Congress chief Sonia
Gandhi's mother Paola

Maino passed away at her
home in Italy on Saturday and
her funeral took place on
Sunday, the Congress said.
The Congress president had left
on August 23 to visit her ailing
mother, who was in her 90s.

"Smt. Sonia Gandhi's
mother, Mrs. Paola Maino
passed away at her home in
Italy on Saturday the 27th
August 2022. The funeral took
place yesterday," AICC gener-
al secretary Jairam Ramesh
said on Twitter. 

Sonia Gandhi, her son
Rahul Gandhi and daughter
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra are

already abroad and visited her
hometown. President Draupadi
Murmu and Prime Minister
Narendra Modi offered their
condolences to Sonia on her
mother's death. 

“Sad to learn about the
passing away of Mrs. Paola
Maino, mother of Congress
President Sonia Gandhi. My
heartfelt condolences to her
and her family. May God give
her strength to bear this
irreparable loss,” tweeted
Murmu.

"Condolences to Sonia
Gandhi ji on the passing away
of her mother, Mrs. Paola
Maino. May her soul rest in
peace. In this hour of grief, my
thoughts are with the entire
family," Modi tweeted.
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Concerned over surrogate
advertisements on televi-

sion and social media plat-
forms, the Government on
Wednesday directed industry
bodies CII, Ficci and Assocham
and those related to advertising
and broadcasting to ensure
compliance of the existing
guidelines.

Otherwise, the government
would take stern action against
the violators by consumer pro-
tection regulator CCPA, it said.

The guidelines for preven-
tion of misleading advertise-
ment ban surrogate advertise-
ment or indirect advertise-
ment of goods or services
whose advertising is otherwise
prohibited or restricted by law.
The consumer affairs ministry
said, "It has been noticed that
these guidelines are not being
strictly complied with by the
concerned entities and the pro-
hibited goods are still being
advertised through surrogate
goods and services." During the

recent sports events that were
televised globally, many
instances of such surrogate
advertisements were noticed, it
said.

"It has also been observed
that many alcoholic spirits and
beverages are being advertised
under the garb of music CDs,
club soda and packaged drink-
ing water whereas the chewing
tobacco and gutkha has taken
the veil of fennel and car-
damom." 

Moreover, many such
brands are employing major
celebrities that accentuates the
negative impact on the impres-
sionable youth amongst others. 

Several instances of direct
advertisement of alcoholic bev-
erages on social media plat-
forms were also observed by
the ministry, it added.
Concerned over this, the min-
istry has issued a directive to
Advertising Association of
India, Indian Broadcasting
Foundation, Broadcasting
Content Complaints Council,
News Broadcasters and Digital

Association, Advertising
Standards Council of India,
PHD Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, Federation of
Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry,
Confederation of Indian
Industry, ASSOCHAM,
International Spirits and Wines
Association of India, and
Indian Society of Advertisers.

These associations and
industry bodies have been
asked to ensure strict compli-
ance of the guidelines for pre-
vention of misleading adver-
tisement and endorsement for
misleading advertisement,
especially the provisions per-
taining to surrogate advertise-
ments.

The ministry also cau-
tioned the advertisers' associ-
ations that failure to ensure
strict compliance of the guide-
lines by the concerned parties
would lead to Central
Consumer Protection
Authority (CCPA) taking reins
and take suitable stern action
against the violators.
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Nearly 4.5 crore Indians got
Covid in the last two years

since the pandemic struck
while around 5.30 lakh of them
lost their lives. However, just 27
lakh people availed insurance
claims worth �24,000 crore, as
per Government data.

It comes amid a  recent sur-
vey that found that almost 50
per cent of patients feel that the
long waiting time for approvals
is the biggest pain point while
filing for the insurance claim
and nearly 60 per cent of
patients are delaying treat-
ments because of lack of health
insurance.

Debashish Panda,
Chairman, Insurance
Regulatory and Development
Authority of India (IRDAI),
gave an insight into the status
of the insurance sector at an
event here where he called
health insurance as a mitigation
tool. But at the same time, he
pointed out that a lot needed to
be done to reach out to a com-
mon man. 

“The pandemic taught us

that health insurance is a risk
mitigation tool. During Covid,
health insurance played a very
important role by catering to 27
lakh population with claims
worth �24,000 crore. 

As on date, we have 6
standalone health insurance
companies and to facilitate
seamless reimbursements there
are 19 third party administra-
tors,” he said at the “16th
Health Insurance Summit
2022”,  organized by the
Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII) and supported
by the IRDAI.

However, he felt that more
needs to be done given the size
and diversity of the population.
“The health insurance market
has grown at a CAGR of 19 per
cent in the last 5 years, however,
given its potential it needs to
grow at a CAGR of 30-35%
CAGR . 

With India commemorat-
ing 100 years of its indepen-
dence in 2047 our goal should
be Health Insurance for All,”
Panda said. He stressed that,
“parametric insurance products
need to come up, OPD services

need to be covered, treatments
currently under exclusion
should be included and distri-
bution inefficiencies need to be
addressed.” The National
Family Health Survey-5
(NFHS-5) recently revealed
that India has witnessed a mar-
ginal improvement in health
insurance coverage, but even
those who are insured face var-
ious challenges such as dealing
with complex paperwork, delay
in discharge, uncertainty about
disease coverage etc, as has
been found by the survey con-
ducted recently by Pristyn Care
Data Labs.

It found that “another big
pain point for customers is that
health insurance policies are
too complex to understand.
The study revealed that 67 per
cent of respondents believe
that their health insurance
policies are difficult to under-
stand and don’t give a holistic
view of the benefits provided.

“Some of the other chal-
lenges faced by patients while
claiming insurance were
deduction of money at the
time of claiming (24 per cent)

and complex paperwork (17
per cent). To ease the process
of claiming health insurance,
more than 60 per cent Indians
would opt for a third party end-
to-end health insurance service
provider who takes care of the
hassle. With the rising costs of
medical treatments in the
country, as per the study which
expressed its dismay that near-
ly 60% of the respondents are
delaying treatment due to the
lack of any health cover.

The IRDAI is already look-
ing into the Covid-19 policy
claims that were rejected by
insurance companies. This fol-
lowed after a public interest lit-
igation was filed by Manav Seva
Dham (petitioner), a social
services’ trust against various
insurance companies before
the Bombay High Court. 

According to reports, more
than 80, 000 claims were
received by the non-life insur-
ance industry. However, despite
having health insurance poli-
cies, the claims of the policy-
holders were blatantly rejected
by these insurance companies
citing frivolous reasons.
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Congress leaders, including
Parliamentarians, have

expressed their concern on the
procedure of election of party
president and have demanded
that electoral rolls be made
public to ensure transparency in
the process. But the AICC cat-
egorically rejected the demand
saying it was an ''in-house pro-
cedure'' and any member can
get its copy from any of the
Pradesh Congress Committee
offices.

Party leaders and Lok Sabha
MPs Manish Tewari, Shashi
Tharoor and Karti

Chidambaram on Wednesday
said the names of electors for the
party president’s poll must be
published on the AICC website
to ensure transparency. Two
days ago, senior party leader
Anand Sharma too questioned
the process during the Congress
Working Committee meeting
chaired by Sonia Gandhi.
Tewari and Tharoor are part of
the G23, whose other members
Ghulam Nabi Azad and Kapil
Sibal resigned from the party
recently.

AICC general secretary
(organisation) K C Venugopal,
who was in Kerala to review the
arrangements being made for
the Rahul Gandhi-led Bharat
Jodo Yatra next week, said any
party member can check the
copy of the electoral rolls at any
of the PCC offices.

Party’s Central Elections
Authority chairman
Madhusudan Mistry, who is the
chairman of the Congress' cen-
tral election authority, has
already given a statement to the
media in this regard. ''There is

no such practice in the
Congress. We will continue to
follow the old  practice,''
Venugopal said. Another leader
Manickam Tagore said party
leaders must be proud to have
an open system. "I am a PCC
member from Thiruparankun-
dram Block in Madurai. 

Any 10 PCC members can
propose a candidate for
Congress President when the
nomination starts. Why my
colleagues are trying to create
confusion in the electoral
process? Instead we must be
proud to have open system," he
said in a tweet.

Tewari asked why anyone
seeking to contest the Congress
president's election should go to
the PCC office to get the elec-
toral roll as this does not even
happen in a club election.

"With great respect
Madhusudan Mistry ji how can
there be a fair and free election
without a publicly available
electoral roll? Essence of a fair
and free process is names and
addresses of electors must be

published on the Congress web-
site in a transparent manner,"
Tewari said in a series of tweets.
He said Mistry is quoted as say-
ing, “The list is not made pub-
lic but if a member of our party
wants to check, they can check
at the PCC office. And, of
course, it will be given to the
candidates once they file their
nomination papers”. 

Congress MP Tharoor, who
has expressed his intent to con-
test the party's presidential elec-
tion, agreed with Tewari, and
said everybody should know
who can nominate and who can
vote. "Certainly, I think it's
important that everybody
should have transparency on the
electoral rolls.

If that's what Manish has
asked for, then I'm sure that it's
a principle that everybody
would agree. Everybody should
know who can nominate and
who can vote. There is nothing
wrong with that," Tharoor said
at a function in
Thiruvananthapuram, while
concurring with Tewari.

Another Congress leader and
MP Karti Chidambaram sup-
ported his view, saying every
election requires a well defined
electoral college. He also said
"reformists are not rebels". 

"Every election needs a well
defined and clear electoral col-
lege. The process of forming the
electoral college must also be
clear, well defined and trans-
parent. An ad hoc electoral
college is no electoral college,"
Karti said on Twitter. 

Tewari said the CWC has
announced the schedule of the
Congress president's election
not to 28 Pradesh Congress
Committees (PCC's) and eight
territorial Congress Committees
(TCC's). "How can someone
consider running if he/she does
not know who the electors are. 

If someone has to file
his/her nomination and gets it
proposed by 10 Congress per-
sons, as is requirement, the
CEA can reject it saying they are
not valid electors," Tewari said
while pointing fingers at the
process of election.
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The Cabinet Committee on
Economic Affairs (CCEA),

chaired by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, on
Wednesday, approved the dis-
posal of 15 lakh tonnes of
Chana (Pulses) to States at a
discounted rate for utilisation
in various welfare schemes.

The Centra also decided to
raise the procurement ceiling
for tur, urad and masur under
the Price Support Scheme
(PSS), which is operationalised
only when prices of agri-pro-
duce fall below the minimum
support price (MSP).

“Under this approved
Scheme, the States/UTs
Government are offered to lift
15 lakh MT of Chana at the dis-
count of Rs. 8 per kg over Issue
Price of the sourcing State on
First come first serve basis. The
States/UTs to utilize these puls-
es in their various Welfare
Schemes/Programmes like

Mid-Day Meal, Public
Distribution System, Integrated
Child Development
Programmes (ICDP) etc. in
their States/UTs. This will be
one-time dispensation for a
period of 12 months or till
complete disposal of 15 lakh
MT stock of Chana whichever
is earlier. The Government
will spend Rs. 1200 crore for
implementation of this
Scheme,” said the Government
in a statement. 

The decisions will enable
the States to use Chana in var-
ious Welfare Schemes like PDS,
Mid-Day Meal Schemes etc.
besides making available space
of warehouses, which may be
required in coming Rabi season
for accommodating fresh
stocks procured under PSS
which will help in getting
remunerative price of pulses to
the farmers besides, encourage
more farmers to grow such
pulses by making higher invest-
ment and help them in fetch-
ing remunerative price for their

produce. Moreover, this also
helps in achieving self-suffi-
ciency of such pulses in our
country. In recent times the
country has witnessed an all
time high production of Chana
(Pulses) especially during the
last three years. 

Government of India
under Price Support Scheme
has made record procurement
of Chana during Rabi 2019-20,
2020-21 & 2021-22. 

Due to this, 30.55 lakh
MT of Chana is available with
the Government under PSS &
PSF in the coming Rabi season
also, the production of Chana
is expected to be good. This
coupled with increase in MSP
for Chana during 22-23 will
entail additional procurement
under Price Support Scheme.

"The CCEA approved
enhancement of the ceiling on
the quantity of  procurement
under PSS from the existing 25
per cent to 40 per cent in
respect of tur, urad and masur,"
an official statement said. 
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India's first indigenously
developed quadrivalent

Human Papilloma Virus
(HPV) vaccine for the preven-
tion of cervical cancer will be
launched here on Thursday.  

The Drugs Controller
General of India (DCGI) had
last month granted market
authorisation to Serum
Institute of India (SII) to man-
ufacture an indigenously-devel-
oped vaccine against cervical
cancer.

Union Minister of Science
and Technology Jitendra Singh
will launch the vaccine at IIC
Delhi.SII CEO Adar
Poonawalla will be present at
the event, the officials said.

According to the officials,
the qHPV vaccine CERVAVAC
has demonstrated robust anti-
body response that is nearly
1,000 times higher than the
baseline against all targeted
HPV types and in all dose and
age groups. Cervical cancer in
India ranks as the second most

frequent cancer among women
between 15 and 44 years of age.
Cervical cancer is preventable
if detected early and managed
effectively. 

But if ignored, it kills one
woman every eight minutes in
the country, said Dr Prashant
Mehta, senior oncologist wIth
Amrita Hospital in Faridabad.
The DCGI's approval had come
following recommendation by

the Subject Expert Committee
(SEC) on COVID-19 of the
CDSCO on June 15 after
Prakash Kumar Singh, director
(government and regulatory
affairs) at Serum Institute, had
applied to the DCGI seeking
market authorisation of qHPV
after the phase second and
third clinical trial was com-
pleted with support of the
Department of Biotechnology. 
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The Government has sub-
mitted its updated

Nationally Determined
Contribution (NDC) under
the Paris Agreement to the UN
Framework Convention on
Climate Change, emphasising
that it is a step forward towards
its long-term goal of reaching
net-zero by 2070.

In a cover letter accompa-
nying the NDC document sub-
mitted to the UN Framework
Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) on August
23, Union Environment
Minister Bhupender Yadav said
India is not bound by any sec-
tor-specific mitigation action or
obligation. On August 3, the

Union Cabinet approved the
country's updated NDC, incor-
porating Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's 'Panchamrit'
(five nectar elements) strategy
announced at the Glasgow
conference last year into
enhanced climate targets.

According to the updated
NDC, India now stands com-
mitted to reducing emissions
intensity of its GDP by 45 per
cent by 2030, from the 2005
level, and achieving about 50
per cent cumulative electric
power installed capacity from
non-fossil fuel-based energy
resources by 2030. To further
a healthy and sustainable
lifestyle, 'LIFE – Lifestyle for
Environment' has been added
to India's NDC as a key to com-
bating climate change.
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Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan said on Wednesday

that Kerala has become an
important hub of narcotics
and psychotropic substances.
“Narcotics are freely available
in schools and colleges across
the State. Drugs are sold direct-
ly in class rooms,” said Vijayan
while replying to a calling
attention motion by the
Congress-led UDF in the
Legislative Assembly on
Wednesday.

The Chief Minister dis-
closed that the increase in the
seizure of narcotics in the State
during the last three years has
been alarming. “In 2020 the
authorities seized 4000 kg
cannabis in Kerala while the
quantity seized in 2021 was
6100 kg. This year, till August,
the agencies have seized more
than a tonne cannabis in addi-

tion to MDMA
(Methylenedioxymethampheta
mine) and hashish oil,” said the
chief minister. MDMA is one
of the leading drugs which is
being widely used among stu-
dents, youths, autorickshaw
drivers, bus and truck drivers
in the State.

Vijayan also declared that
his government would leave no
stones unturned to finish off
the menace of drug abuse from
the State. While the chief min-
ister was speaking in the leg-
islative assembly, television

news channels in the State
broke the news that two young
professionals were arrested
with 21 kg cannabis by the
Mavelikkara Police. The youths
(Thajuddeen, an engineering
degree holder and Vineet, a
MBA) were engaged in trans-
porting the “stuff ” meant for
selling in campuses in the
nearby areas when they were
arrested by the police on
Wednesday morning.

Not a single day passes in
Kerala without reports of
seizure of narcotics from dif-
ferent parts of the State. Last
week people in the State were
shocked to see the live visuals
of a young college girl who was
taken into custody by the police
from a lodge in Ernakulam.
The heart rending cries of the
young graduate girl pleading
with the police to help her get
the quota of drug has gone
viral. Akshitha, a bright stu-
dent, has become an addict

thanks to her boyfriend Noufal
who is a drug pusher.

Chief Minister Vijayan’s
statement in the assembly on
Wednesday substantiates the
charge made by Joseph
Kallarangattu, the Bishop of
Palai diocese that narcotics
jihad was active in the State.
The Kerala Police had filed a
criminal case against the bish-
op for his statement and
slapped charges against him for
trying to foment communal
hatred in the State.

Rishiraj Singh, the
Rajasthan born IPS officer of
Kerala cadre who had served as
the commissioner of excise
had warned the State about the
alarming increase in drug
abuse and the narcotics mafia’s
influence in the campuses.
Robin, a management trainer at
Kochi said that it was an open
secret that drugs were readily
available in schools and colleges
across the State.
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Days after cases were filed
against Mamata Banerjee's

family for allegedly encroach-
ing public land the Bengal
Chief Minister on Wednesday
asked the State Chief Secretary
to "bulldoze and blow" up such
encroached properties if the
allegations were found to be
true. "Allegations have been
leveled against me that my
family has forcibly occupied
Government lands ... The
charge is utterly false as our
ancestors came here as Prajas
(Theeka Tenants) of Rani
Rashmani's estate," the Chief
Minister said.

Iterating that neither she
nor any member of her family
had encroached others' prop-
erty Banerjee said, "I have told
the Chief Secretary to initiate
an investigation into the mat-
ter and if my family or I am
found guilty of encroaching

properties then immediately
bulldoze or blow them up...
There is no need to get my per-
mission."

Opposition BJP and Left
have often brought complains
of forced occupation of others'
properties against the
Banerjees.

Reacting to her statement
Bengal BJP president Sukanta
Majumdar said that there were
"numerous cases of priced
properties being  purchased for
throwaway price by the rela-
tives of the Chief Minister,"
adding the Bengal Police would
never do anything regarding
that... "She is only trying to
evoke sympathy by making
such statements... It is all
drama."
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The CBI investigating cow
smuggling, on Wednesday

raided a number of places
including the houses of Manish
Kothari the chartered accoun-
tant of arrested Trinamool
Congress strong man Anubrata
Mondal, and recovered docu-
ments related to 162 properties,
sources said.

The raids were all con-
ducted in Birbhum district
which houses the world's sec-
ond biggest cattle market at
Ilam Bazar. Mondal has been
arrested on charges of cow
smuggling. 

Apart from Kothari, the
CBI officers also raised the
house of TMC councillor
Biswajit Bandopadhyay, a close
aide of Mondal. The officers
also searched the a local bank
as well as the block land rev-
enue offices sources said,
adding the net worth of the
properties could run into sev-
eral hundred crores.

Meanwhile a designated
court on Wednesday extended
arrested senior TMC leader
and former Bengal minister

Partha Chatterjee's judicial
remand for another 14 days'.

Chatterjee was arrested last
month after Enforcement
Directorate recovered Rs 50
crore and jewellery worth many
more crores from the appart-
ments of Arpita Mukherjee a
close aide of Chatterjee. The
former is being investigated  for
his alleged involvement in
school level recruitment scam.

Elsewhere several persons
including police men and
CPI(M), cadres when the two
sides clashed during a Left
civil disobedience rally at
Burdwan.

CPI(M) cadres who took
part in a massive rally demand-
ing action against the corrupt
politicians hurled brickbats at
the police. Teargas shells were
fired and water cannons were
used to disperse the crowd.
Several persons were arrested
after the incident, sources said.
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Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath has instructed

over 47 National Disaster
Response Force (NDRF), State
Disaster Response Force
(SDRF) and Provincial Armed
Constabulary (PAC) teams to
work round-the-clock and
ensure that the relief operations
are not delayed in areas affect-
ed by floods and excessive
rains.

“We are monitoring the
entire flood situation. Adequate
measures have been taken and
we have ensured that there is
ample supply of drinking water,
dry food packets and medi-
cines, clothes, utensils and bed-
ding among others,” said  Relief
Commissioner Ranvir Prasad.

The 18 districts where the
Yogi government is carrying
out intensive flood relief oper-
ations include Agra, Auraiya,

Etawah, Hamirpur, Fatehpur,
Prayagraj, Mirzapur, Varanasi,
Kanpur Dehat, Kanpur Nagar,
Ballia, Banda, Kasganj,
Kaushambi, Bhadohi,
Chandauli, Ghazipur and
Sitapur. The government has
also established around 964
relief shelters.

“The government is leaving
no stone unturned to mitigate
the impact of floods and send
relief materials to the
marooned people in 1,111
flood-affected villages spread
across 18 districts of the state,”
Prasad said.

The UP government has
deployed around 1,936 boats
and 677 medical teams while
1,524 flood posts and 702 ani-
mal relief camps have also
been set up. Besides, 108
motorboats and 50 vehicles
have been pressed into service
to conduct search operations.
In the animal camps, vaccina-
tion of more than 9,57,952
animals has been done.

More than 14,166 dry
ration kits and 1,36,255 lunch
packets have been distributed
by the government to the
affected people so far.

The state government has
also distributed around 58,497
ORS packets and more than
1,87,280 chlorine tablets in the
affected areas. Teams of NDRF
and SDRF have evacuated
21,153 people from flood-
affected areas and shifted them
to relief camps, the commis-
sioner said.
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The Indian Air Force on
Wednesday rescued
another Israeli national

who was stuck at a height of
more than 16,000 feet near
Markha valley in Ladakh.

This is the second episode
involving an Israeli national in
the region.Earlier, on August 20
Noam Gil ,suffering from acute
mountain sickness, was res-
cued by the Indian Air Force
personnel from the same area.

According to a Srinagar
based Defence Spokesman, "On
31 Aug 22, 114 Helicopter Unit
received a call for casevac
(Casualty evacuation) from
Nimaling Camp near Markha
Valley. "Atar Kahana, an Israeli
national, was suffering from
high altitude sickness, including
vomiting and low oxygen satu-
ration", Defence spokesman
said.  Moving swiftly, the Flt Cdr

114 HU, Wg Cdr Ashish
Kapoor and Flt Lt Rhythm
Mehra as No. 1 and Sqn Ldr
Neha Singh and Sqn Ldr
Ajinkya Kher as No 2, got air-
borne within minutes, for this
time critical mission.

Following the shortest
Route the Casevac aircrafts
reached the spot within 20
minutes of flying time and
spotted the casualty on the
Gongmaru La pass at an eleva-
tion of 16800 feet.

The No.1 aircrew carried
out a thorough recce and land-
ed at the pass with the assistance
of No. 2 and picked up the casu-
alty from the pass in the turbu-
lent weather conditions.
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A human trafficking gang
was exposed after a child

stolen from Mathura station
was retrieved from a BJP coun-
cillor’s house and two doctors
from Hathras who were run-
ning the business were arrest-
ed. 

Aligarh police is back to
action since this incident is
reminicent of the famous
human trafficking episodes
that happened in Aligarh a few
months back in which 10 chil-
dren were recovered and more
than 16 accused were arrested. 

A seven-month-old child
who was stolen six days ago
from Mathura Junction in UP
was recovered by the police
from the house of Firozabad's
BJP councillor Vineeta
Agarwal. Having no children,
she had bought the child for Rs
2 lakhs. 1.80 lakh has also been
paid. 

The doctor couple, the
operator of a private hospital in
Hathras, were doing the busi-
ness of human trafficking. So

far these people have stolen and
sold six children. The police
have arrested eight people in
total in the case.
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In order to ensure better
crowd management espe-

cially during peak rush hours,
Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine
Board Wednesday launched a
Radio Frequency Identification
Card (RFID) facility for pil-
grims replacing the existing
yatra slip format.  

The Lt Governor Manoj
Sinha, who is also the
Chairman of the Shrine Board,
rolled out a new RFID system
for the convenience of the pas-
sengers on the occasion of 37
th foundation day celebrations
of the Shrine board.

Taking another significant
welfare step for the employees
of the Shrine Board, the Lt

Governor announced hard-
ship allowance for 1450
SMVDSB employees posted at
Higher Altitude.

The work on Spiritual
Theme Park is likely to com-
mence before the auspicious
occasion of Navratras.  

The new RFID based sys-
tem will ensure seamless access
control with minimal hassle to
devotees. For better crowd
management and tracking of
the Yatries, 29 counters and
control rooms have been set up
in Katra and verification coun-
ters have been set up at 7 loca-
tions on the track.

On the occasion, the Lt
Governor also laid the foun-
dation stone of various projects
of Shrine Board and Gurukul,
including a new hostel for the

expansion of Gurukul and
accommodation facilities for
Shrine Board’s employees at
Ardhkuwari and Banganga.

Every year lakhs of pil-
grims from all over the coun-
try pay obeisance at Shri Mata
Vaishno Devi Cave Shrine.

Anshul Garg, Chief
Executive Officer, Shri Mata
Vaishno Devi Shrine Board,
said trials were conducted
before the formal launch of the

RFID services along the 13 km
long serpentine trek. The pil-
grims reaching the Katra base
camp have already started
receiving the RFID cards.

In case of any exigency the
pilgrims having RFID cards can
be easily tracked down along
the entire yatra trek.

The pilgrims are supposed
to return the RFID card  after
performing the pilgrimage at
the designated counters.
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In a significant develop-
ment, RJD's Kartik Kumar,

who was given the law port-
folio earlier in the month
resigned hours after he was
shifted to the sugarcane
department amid the ongoing
row over his alleged involve-
ment in a criminal case.

Shamim Ahmad, also an
RJD leader, replaced Kumar
as the law minister, a notifi-
cation issued by the state
Cabinet  Secretariat
Department said. Ahmad
held the sugarcane portfolio
before his elevation.

The opposition BJP had
been demanding Kumar's

removal from the cabinet,
alleging that an arrest warrant
was pending against him in a
2014 kidnapping case.

The Congress and CPI-
ML (Liberation), constituents
of the ruling Grand Alliance,
had also asked the Nitish
Kumar government to recon-
sider the decision of induct-
ing Kartik Kumar into the
cabinet. 
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Gujarat Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) leader Manoj

Sorathiya was  allegedly attacked
by a group of nearly 10 persons
in Surat city with the Arvind
Kejriwal-led outfit blaming the
ruling BJP for the incident,
police said on Wednesday.

A blame game erupted
between the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) and the AAP fol-
lowing the attack on Sorathiya,
the opposition outfit's general
secretary in Gujarat who was
injured in the assault, on Tuesday
night in the Kapodra area of
Surat city. The BJP dismissed the
AAP claim of attack on its leader
as drama enacted to gain sym-
pathy of people ahead of polls. 

While Gujarat AAP leaders

along with party's national con-
venor Arvind Kejriwal accused
the BJP of attacking Sorathiya,
the saffron outfit, in a counter
allegation, claimed at least three
of its workers were injured after
being  assaulted by AAP activists.

Based on a complaint by
Sorathiya, the Surat police reg-
istered an FIR (first information
report) on early Wednesday
morning under section 324
(causing hurt by weapon) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC), said
inspector NM Chaudhary,
adding no one has been arrest-
ed yet. As per the FIR, a group
of nearly 10 persons attacked
Sorathiya and others outside
the AAP's office in the Kapodra
area when he was inspecting a
Ganesh pandal erected by the
local party unit. 
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Aking cobra travelled in a
car for over 200 km and

lived in its engine bay for a
week before being finally res-
cued by wildlife personnel in
Kerala, according to the vehi-
cle owner.

The incident was reported
from Arpookara here. The for-
est officials rescued the 10-foot-
long snake from the com-
pound of an individual here on
Wednesday, and said they
would release it in a safe place
later.

The venomous reptile was
believed to have crawled into
the car of Sujith, a resident of
Arpookara, from Malappuram
when he went there on August
2.

He said some local people
had told him that the snake was
seen getting into his car when
it was parked near a check-post
at Vazhikadavu  there.

But, he could not find the
unwelcome guest, he said.

A sense of anxiety gripped
him and his family as they
came across a snake skin (prob-
ably the reptile moulted) that
was found hanging out of the

car on Sunday.
Again a thorough check of

the car was made, but the
creepy crawler was not spotted.

Instead, it was found in the
compound of a house, 500 km
away from his house this morn-
ing.

As the neighbours were
also aware about the doubt
shared by Sujith about the sus-
pected presence of the snake in
his car, they informed him
soon, who in turn alerted the
wildlife personnel. 

The presence of the snake
in a place where king cobras are
not normally seen caused
curiosity and concern among
local residents.

The forest officials also
said it may have reached here
safely under the vehicle.

It was shifted to the forest
office later and would be
released in a safe place, they
added. 
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In a bizarre case reported
from Pratapgarh, a 70-year-

old man has been booked for
gang-rape along with four oth-
ers.

Inspector General of Police
(Prayagraj range) Rakesh Singh
has ordered a probe into the
case and asked the superin-
tendent of police of Pratapgarh
to conduct a detailed inquiry
into the incident before initi-
ating any action. The police
claimed that the father of the
victim had lodged an FIR with
Kunda police against five per-
sons, including the 70-year-old
man, under sections 363, 366,
328, 376D and 506 of the
Indian Penal Code and sec-
tions 3 and 4 of Protection of
Children from Sexual Offences
Act (POCSO Act) and accused
them of keeping his minor
daughter captive for around 15
days and raping her repeated-
ly at different locations.

The father informed the
police that a youth, identified

as Sachin from Kunda who
studies with his daughter at a
local coaching centre, had
taken her out on July 11
evening and offered her tea
laced with sedatives. He fur-
ther alleged when his daugh-
ter became unconscious, she
was gang-raped. He also
claimed that not only Sachin
but his brother and three oth-
ers, including the elderly man,
had raped his daughter repeat-
edly at separate locations and
then freed her on July 26.

The victim's father alleged
that the accused had threat-
ened him with dire conse-
quences if he dared to report
the matter to the police. He
also accused local police of reg-
istering a fake case of goat theft
against him at the behest of the
accused.

IG Rakesh Singh said: "SP
(Pratapgarh) has been direct-
ed to conduct a detailed probe
into the incident." He added
that senior cops would probe
the charges and act accord-
ingly.
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Sir — Ganesh Chaturthi, one of the most
prominent festivals of India, was celebrat-
ed on August 31. The annual festival, also
known as Vinayak Chaturthi, marks the
birthday of lord Ganesh. Importantly, it sig-
nifies the arrival of lord Ganesh with his
mother, goddess Parvati, to the human
realm from the Kailash mountain. The cel-
ebrations begin on Chaturthi when peo-
ple instal clay idols and statues of their
beloved lord; intricate and elaborate stages
and pandals are set up for the 11-day fes-
tival. Ganesh aartis are conducted in the
morning and evening, devotees chant
hymns and temples distribute modak
offerings.

During this festival, people decorate
their homes, buy and wear new clothes and
light diyas. At the end of 11 days, people
immerse the idols in the nearest water
source like a sea or river. This immersion
is meant to reunite the lord with his par-
ents. The ritual implies the removal of all
obstacles and difficulties from a person's
life. Even though it is an age-old tradition,
people have now started checking the rit-
ual’s impact on the environment since it
pollutes rivers and oceans and the immer-
sion of non-eco friendly idols has been
strictly checked.

Divyansha Sharma | Ujjain
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Sir — This refers to ‘Karnataka seer
booked for sexual assault on 2 girls staying
in Mutt’ (August 30). In a distressing devel-
opment, Murugha Mutt pontiff
Shivamurthy Murugha Sharana in
Chitradurga faces the serious charges for
sexual abuse of two minor school going
girls residing in the Mutt's hostel. The pon-
tiff is held in high respect for valuable con-
tributions to the betterment of the society,
the latest being Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi to receive ‘Linga Deekshe’ from the
pontiff. Children, especially from poor
backgrounds, take admission in the Mutt's
hostel for schooling and seeking enlight-
enment —considering it to be a safe place
to evolve.
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dant's behavior. Retribution
prevents crime by giving vic-
tims or society a feeling of
avengement.Restitution pre-
vents crime by punishing the
defendant financially.
Whatever may be the mani-
festation, punishment is in
consonance with the
Constitution, Laws of the
land and Indian penal code,
Criminal procedure code,
etc(Criminal jurisprudence).
The Constitution of India
pronounces equality 
before the law and as such
nobody is above the law or
punishment. 

Reward as a motivation-
al tool has been recognised
by sociologists, Psychologists,
and leaders. Be it the society,
educational institutions, cor-
porate sectors, or govern-
ment, the importance of the
concept of reward for good
work cannot be undermined.
In the case of rewards gener-
ally, there are two kinds of
rewards: Extrinsic rewards:
concrete rewards that an
employee or an institution
receives which are also called
tangible rewards. Intrinsic
rewards tend to give person-
al satisfaction to an individ-
ual which is also called intan-
gible benefits. Now in admin-

istration how the concept of
reward and punishment be
used as motivational tools for
fostering tranquility in main-
taining law and order and
registering economic growth?
Keeping Maslow's theory of
motivation in view, punish-
ment can be used as a deter-
rent in providing for the
security needs of the people,
and the concept of reward
can be utilised to work as a
motivation for officers and
field workers to do exemplary
work to cater to needs like
food and water, etc. of the
poverty-stricken people that
is to eradicate poverty and to
augment growth. Similarly,
industry and tertiary sectors
including the corporate sec-
tor can be put in develop-
mental orbits to register
socio-economic growth and
transformation. Here comes
the million-dollar question as
to what ails our society/
nation. With a democratic
setup replete with hetero-
geneity, religious and ethnic
plurality, linguistics, cultur-
al and social diversity (eco-
nomic divide), and mush-
room growth of regional par-
ties, deterioration in political
morality, and its criminalisa-
tion; our country has become

vulnerable to onslaught/con-
spiracy both at intra-nation-
al and international level.

What is the solution?
When it is the question of

the sovereignty and integrity
of the nation and its growth
and development, hard deci-
sions and actions are desirable
and acceptable. Timely action
(and punishment for activities
detrimental) is the call of the
hour. The pandemic and sit-
uation concerning the securi-
ty of the nation invite invok-
ing of punishment for the
wrongdoers.

The role of reward also
cannot be underestimated.
Positive work at the level of
a state or officer or individ-
ual should be recognised and
rewarded with tangible or
intangible connotations. To
conclude, our nation is going
through a very difficult time
so also the world is facing the
hardest time. The time has
come for each one of us to
contribute to the collective
wellbeing and to project that
we are one when we fight
united.

(The author is a
superannuated senior IAS

officer. The views expressed
are personal.)
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Benthamite calculus of
pains and pleasures pre-
sents an ethical theory

holding that actions are moral-
ly right if they tend to promote
happiness and morally wrong if
they tend to promote unhappi-
ness (probably meaning that
undesirable actions should be
dealt with properly for the sake
of happiness).When an event
increases the frequency of a
response that follows, the event
is called a reward; if the event
reduces the frequency of the
response that it follows, the
event is called a punishment.

Benthamite utilitarian the-
ory projects the concepts as such
in terms of pleasure and pain or
simply as happiness and unhap-
piness among all those affected
by them meaning be it the soci-
ety or nation or a single individ-
ual.B.F Skinner developed the
concept of operant conditioning
which is a way of learning by
means of reward and punish-
ment. It holds that certain
behaviour and consequence,
either a reward or punishment
have a connection and has an
impact on behaviour.

The role of reward and pun-
ishment is significant not only
in educational institutions,
workplaces, and corporate sec-
tors but also in the governance
of the country also. Selected
actions, with due attention to
spatial and temporal implica-
tions and concerns, if mandat-
ed properly, not only herald pos-
itive results but also catalyze
welcome solutions. Action so
executed may be in form of a
reward or punishment. 

Punishment, apart from act-
ing as a deterrent and checking
the happening of an undesirable
event, also takes one of these
forms to control the events.
Specific deterrence prevents
crime by frightening an individ-
ual with punishment. General
deterrence prevents crime by
frightening the public with the
punishment of an individual
defendant. Other theoretical
connotations of punishment are
Incapacitation which prevents
crime by removing a defendant
from society. Rehabilitation pre-
vents crime by altering a defen-
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But when even a mutt turns into a
centre for exploitation, any safe place
especially for girls remains elusive.
However, the most pressing question is
as to why Swamiji wasn't immediately
taken into custody after the complaint
was lodged? Police had to chase him
while he was reportedly on the run. The
worst part is that the police safely
dropped him back to the Mutt, even as
he has applied for anticipatory bail.
These police actions sow the seeds of
doubt that the enormous clout he enjoys
among politicians has provided him
undue immunity. 

N Sadhasiva Reddy | Bengaluru
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Sir — Loneliness is one of the biggest health
crises affecting the older people today.
According to Age UK, a charity organisa-
tion in the United Kingdom, over a mil-
lion elderly people go for a month or more
without talking to a friend or a family

member. Loneliness can affect people of
different ages, but it affects over 40 per
cent of older adults, for whom it can be
especially debilitating. For some, it begins
with the loss of a spouse or a close friend.

Or the onset may be more subtle,
such as declining interest in what was
once a favourite pastime or hobby.
Living alone with chronic illness or due
to the loss of family/friends increases the
risk of loneliness and social isolation in
older adults. Elderly persons who had
a wide circle of friends throughout their
life, may find it embarrassing or painful
to feel lonely as they get older. Being
there to listen when they are ready to
talk or offering reassurance that things
can get better may seem like small steps,
but can make a world of difference to
how a loved one feels.

Ranganathan Sivakumar | Chennai
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With just one per mil-
lion cases of organ
donation, India can

fulfill all demands for saving
lives with organ transplants.
Organ donation in India
remains a taboo because of ill-
informed notions in the soci-
ety. Dadhichi, as per the Hindu
scriptures, was the first well-
documented seer who donated
his body out of which Vajra, the
weapon of Indra, was made and
used in the battle against the
Asuras. That aside, awareness
for organ donation is highly
limited to certain sections of
the society.

Eighteen months old
Rishant was declared brain
dead, but his parents decided
that their son would live by giv-
ing life to kids who were bat-
tling for life for want of organs.
His kidney gave a fresh lease of

life to a boy, while liver was
transplanted to a girl. This has
rightly been hailed by the peo-
ple, with the outpouring of
emotions for Rishant, who
now lives with two children.

But the situation about
organ donation in India
remains an abysmal state.
There are two lakh people
waiting for organs every year.
The waiting list is indeed too
long. India has 0.08 organ
donors per million, while this
is 34 for Spain, 27 for Britain,
26 for the US and 14 for
Canada. In fact, every three
minute one patient in India
needs organs. The unfortu-
nate state of the affairs results
in not even 10 per cent of the
patients waiting for organs get-
ting them.

India reports 62,389 deaths
each day, and the statistics

suggest that if the dying people
were to donate their eyes there
would be no visually chal-
lenged person in the country.
In fact, donation of one pair of
corneas may help four persons.
Sri Lanka has completely
removed the corneal blind-
ness through donations.

International working
president of the Vishwa Hindu
Parishad Alok Kumar several
years ago saw a skeleton in a
medical hospital, which was
highly venerated by the stu-
dents, for he had been a profes-
sor there, who after seeing the
paucity of bodies for study
purposes donated his own
upon death. Kumar was struck
by the story, and he decided to
set up Dadhichi Deh Daan
Samiti, which over the years
worked for the public aware-
ness and got appreciation from

former prime minister Atal
Bihari Vajpayee, former
President ram Nath Kovind.
The Samiti is now connecting
with several NGOs across the
country to give a major push to
the wider acceptance of organ
donation.

RSS veteran Nanaji
Deshmukh and many stalwarts
like him have donated their
bodies after they passed away
to help further medical

research and studies. While
India is seeking to scale up the
capacity of the medical institu-
tions, there will be greater
needs for bodies to help med-
ical students pursue their stud-
ies with facilities at par with the
best in the world.

Indeed, there are a few
taboos associated with organ
donation. The spiritual gurus
have a much larger role in ris-
ing to the occasion and
addressing the issue at the
national level so that social
empathy becomes a popular
virtue in the country.

While there are units for
the organ retrieval in premier
medical institutions such as
AIIMS, there is a greater need
for setting up more such cen-
tres,  and possibly after
exhausting them in the capi-
tals attempts could be made

for such infrastructure with
trained manpower and the
necessary equipment to come
up in each district in the
country.

Furthermore, there will
also be a need to create a new
platform for coordination and
collaboration for the NGOs
and the civil society to work
together in promoting organ
donation in the country, with
principal focus in countering
myths. Also, it will be befitting
if there could be provisions for
social commemoration for the
people who have donated their
bodies for the studies of the
medical students at such insti-
tutions in some symbolic form
could give a greater fillip to the
campaign to promote organ
donation.

Political leaders have set
individual examples in leading

the ways to promote awareness
among the people for the need
for donation of bodies and
organs, but it will be more
important that they take own-
ership of the campaign so that
the social cause gains momen-
tum to address the issue of
extremely high waiting list for
organs and also lack of bodies
for the purposes of research at
the medical institutions.

Some of the seers, political
and corporate leaders have
sought to give ownership to the
issue, but there still exists a
huge gap in the popular accep-
tance of the cause. Now that the
National Education Policy 2020
is being adopted by the States,
it may be worthwhile to exam-
ine if we can have a curriculum
which can help greater sensiti-
zation of the children at the
suitable stage of their studies.  
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(The author is Director,
Public Policy Research

Centre )
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online payment has increased
tremendously and it is increasing
unabated. Names like UPI, BHIM,

PhonePe, Paytm, etc., are being heard in
every household today. It is true that the
trend of digital payments has increased all
over the world but it has increased the
most in India. Digital transactions worth
Rs 20,000 crore are being made every day.
In March 2022, this amount had reached
Rs 10 lakh crore.

According to the data released by the
National Payments Corporation of India
(NPCI), 628 crore transactions worth Rs
10.62 lakh crores took place in the coun-
try in the month of July. The number of
these payments has doubled in the past
one year, while the total amount of digi-
tal payments has increased by a record 75
per cent.

Benefits of digital payments
Today without opening our wallet, we

can do transactions from one rupee to
thousands and even lakhs in a few seconds
with just a click of the mobile phone. By
being careful and not making mistakes in
the transaction, very quick and secure pay-
ment is made and there is no scope for
fraud of any kind. Although there is a
minor charge for transfer of funds from
banks, till now there is no charge for pay-
ment through Unified Payments Interface
(UPI). In this way the transactions
become easy and cost effective.

The transaction being free of cost,
means economising the cost of doing busi-
ness. It is quite true that the cost of busi-
ness drives up the prices and the goods
and services become expensive. In such
a situation, if the transaction of money is
done in a convenient way without cost,
then it becomes economical to provide the
goods and services at lower prices, while
the profit of the business will increase.

Convenience in business is the most
important dimension of reducing trans-
action costs. The facility of payment also
helps to expand the business. Today we see
that even the tiny sellers are seen accept-
ing online payments by putting QR Code
on their small shops or even on their
tracks, say ‘rehris’.

Talk of charge
Recently, the Reserve Bank of India

has sought public opinion about the
imposition of charges on digital payments
from the public. With that, the debate has
started as to whether it would be a right
move to impose fees on digital payments?
Along with this, there is also opposition
to even this opinion seeking. To silence
this opposition, the Finance Ministry has
issued a statement that at present the gov-
ernment has no intention of imposing
charges on digital transactions.

Transaction cost is a major part in
the production and distribution of
goods and services. Significantly, the
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higher the transaction cost, high-
er would be the price of the goods
or services.

The importance of transac-
tion costs in economics is shown
by the fact that in 2009, the win-
ner of the Nobel Prize in
Economics, Oliver Williamson,
who was known as a transaction
cost economist, presented his
analysis on various aspects of
transaction cost. But if the impor-
tance of transaction cost is to be
understood, then it is necessary
to have an economic analysis and
investigation of this subject, that
if a fee is imposed on digital pay-
ments, then how much will it add
to the price of the final goods and
services ultimately. We shouldn’t
forget that similar indirect taxes
on digital transactions may have
a cascading effect on prices of
goods and services.

The Finance Ministry has
also said in its statement that the
digital payment system is a pub-
lic good for which it is necessary
to make provision from the
Union Budget itself. In econom-
ics, we classify goods and services
as ‘public goods’ and ‘private
goods’. The theory says that
though pure public goods, such
as defence, law and order, etc., are
such that users can’t be excluded
in enjoying those services, how-
ever, in case of other public
goods, where exclusion is possi-
ble, but usage of that by intend-
ed but excluded consumers are
not a rival in the consumption. In
case of digital transactions
though with imposing charges we

can exclude those who don’t pay
for the same, however, digital
transactions by one in no way
hinders the usage of digital trans-
actions by others. Therefore, if a
good or service satisfies any one
of the two characteristics, name-
ly non excludability and non-
rivalry, it’s a public good; and if
a public good is provided by the
government, it will be more ben-
eficial to the society.

Digital transactions is such a
service that if the non-payers are
turned away from that service by
imposing a fee, then it does not
benefit the society in any way.
Our digital payment system is
already in place, and the margin-
al cost of providing an addition-
al digital transaction is almost
zero, so if we exclude those peo-
ple from digital payments who
are not able or willing to pay the
fee, then it will cause harm to the
society, by way of increasing
cost. It will therefore increase the
cost and inconvenience.
Therefore, this statement of the
Finance Ministry is welcome.

Recently, the Prime Minister
said that due to the convenience
of digital payments in India and
due to the mobile revolution in
the country, more than 40 per
cent of the digital transactions
around the world take place in
India. Naturally, due to the con-
venience of digital payments and
the fact that they are free, the cost
and price of Indian products and
services have definitely come
down. As long as digital payments
remain free, the competitiveness

of Indian exports will be better
and India’s exports will increase.
Even if the government had to
make provision from the Budget
to keep digital payments free, it
would be a good expenditure. At
the same time, no objection can
be filed by other countries in the
World Trade Organization also, as
it’s not discriminatory.

India can become digital hub
Today, India has not only

moved ahead in digital transac-
tions, but has also achieved self-
reliance. National Payment
Corporation of India (NPCI)
operates RuPay Card and it han-
dles all digital banking transac-
tions. NPCI also operates the
Unified Payments Interface. Thus,
NPCI acts as a digital bridge
between customers and business
with the help of UPI, facilitating
personal and business transac-
tions both. UPI coordinates all
the service providers in digital
payments. Through UPI, we can
transfer money without sharing
any sensitive information related
to bank accounts and that too at
zero cost.

In such a situation, when
India is leading the world in dig-
ital payments, and countries of
the world are also getting ready
to adopt India’s UPI, it would not
be judicious to hinder this trajec-
tory by imposing digital payment
fee in India. Not only this, recent-
ly Russia and India have joined
hands for digital payments, by
integrating RuPay of India and
Mir of Russia.

(The author teaches at
DAV College in Delhi)
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United Nations inspectors
made their way toward
Ukraine's Zaporizhzhia

nuclear power plant on
Wednesday, a long-anticipated
mission that the world hopes
will help secure the Russian-
held facility in the middle of a
war zone and avoid catastro-
phe. Underscoring the danger,
Kyiv and Moscow again
accused each other of attacking
the area around Europe's
biggest nuclear plant.

In recent days, the plant
was temporarily knocked
offline because of fire damage
to transmission line — height-
ening fears that fighting could
lead to a massive radiation
leak or even a reactor melt-

down. The risks are so severe
that officials have begun dis-
tributing anti-radiation iodine
tablets to nearby residents.

Russia-backed local
authorities claimed on
Wednesday that Ukrainian
forces repeatedly shelled the
territory of the plant and that
drone strikes hit the plant's
administrative building and
training center.

Regional Ukraine governor
Valentyn Reznichenko, mean-
while, said a city across the
river from the plant came
under heavy artillery fire dur-
ing the night.

“This appears to be nuclear
blackmail of the local popula-
tion and international soci-
ety,” Reznichenko said on
Telegram.

The complex, a vital source
of energy for Ukraine, has
been occupied by Russian
forces and run by Ukrainian
workers since the early days of
the 6-month-old war.

Ukraine alleges Russia is
essentially holding the plant
hostage, storing weapons there
and launching attacks from
around it, while Moscow accus-
es Ukraine of recklessly firing

on the facility.
For months, as the fighting

has played out, the head of the
International Atomic Energy
Agency has sought access to the
plant — and world leaders
have demanded the UN
nuclear watchdog be allowed to
inspect it.

With a team finally on the
way, Rafael Grossi, the head of
the agency, said he knew full
well the implications of the
unprecedented mission.

“We are going to a war
zone. We are going to occupied
territory,” he said upon depar-
ture on early Wednesday.

He added that he had
received “explicit guarantees”
from Russia that the mission of
14 experts would be able to do
its work. Russian authorities in

Enerhodar, where the plant is
located, said there were no
casualties or release of radioac-
tivity in the most recent fight-
ing.

But that did little to assuage
fears for the safety of the UN
mission itself. Ukraine on
Tuesday accused the Russians
of bombing the roads the mis-
sion planned to use to access
the plant, alleging they were
trying to encourage the inspec-
tors to course route and move
via Russia-controlled areas
instead.

The world watched the
mission's progress with anxiety.
European Union foreign poli-
cy chief Josep Borrell renewed
a call to Russia for the area
around the power plant to be
fully demilitarized.
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In the Latvian capital of
Riga, an obelisk that soared

high above a park to com-
memorate the Soviet Army's
capture of that nation in 1944
was toppled last week. It
crashed into a pond to the
cheers of those watching.

Days earlier in Estonia, a
replica of a Soviet tank with
the communist red star was
removed by cranes and
trucked away to a museum —
one of up to 400 destined for
removal. And in Poland,
Lithuania and Czechia, mon-
uments to the Red Army
have been coming down for
months, a belated purge of
what many see as symbols of
past oppression.

Russia's war on Ukraine
has given a renewed push to
topple the last remaining
Soviet monuments in nations
that regained their sover-

eignty from Moscow more
than three decades ago. These
countries now belong to
NATO and the European
Union and are staunch sup-
porters of Ukraine.

At the end of the com-
munist era, when Latvia,
Lithuania and Estonia
regained their independence
from the Soviet Union and
Poland and its neighbors
rejected Moscow-backed
communism, those nations
began renaming streets and
purging the most hated sym-
bols, including statues of
Soviet founder Vladimir
Lenin and other communist
bosses. Many of these relics
are now housed in museums.

In Warsaw, authorities in
1989 quickly toppled a mon-
ument to Felix Dzerzhinsky,
a Polish aristocrat who orga-
nized the Soviet secret police
after the 1917 Bolshevik rev-
olution. 
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Northern European Union
countries called

Wednesday for the 27-nation
bloc to impose a broad ban on
tourist visas for Russian citi-
zens, insisting that the issue is
a matter of national security as
President Vladimir Putin's war
against Ukraine drags on.

But at a meeting of EU for-
eign ministers in the Czech
capital, Prague, other member
countries, like France,
Germany and Belgium, argued
that it's important not to pun-
ish Russian people who may
very well oppose the war or

need to enter Europe for
humanitarian purposes.

The EU already tightened
visa restrictions on Russian
officials and business people in
May under a 2007 agreement to
ease travel between Russia and
Europe. But calls are mounting

from, notably, Poland and the
Baltic countries — Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania — for a
broader ban on tourists.

"We need to immediately
ramp up the price to Putin's
regime," Estonian Foreign
Minister Urmas Reinsalu told
reporters. "The loss of time is
paid by the blood of
Ukrainians." Uniform rules are
supposed to apply across the 26
countries that make up
Europe's passport free travel
area, but Reinsalu said that "it's
our national competence,
under the principle of nation-
al security, to decide the issues
of entry to our soil."
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Agroup of 12 members of
parliament from the ruling

Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna
(SLPP) coalition, including
former minister GL Peiris who
had broken from the party in
April, on Wednesday official-
ly joined the opposition, saying
the ruling coalition had lost its
social contract with 
the people.

The move came a day after
Sri Lankan President Ranil
Wickremesinghe appealed to
all political parties to join an
all-party government to tack-
le the island nation's worst-ever
economic crisis and prevent
"strong economies" from using
it as a "tool of interference.

Apart from Peiris, the
group of 12 leaders of the
SLPP who crossed over to the
opposition includes Dullas
Alahapperuma, Dilan Perera
and Nalaka Godahewa among
the rest others.

The move by the 12 SLPP

lawmakers will have no impact
on the stability of the govern-
ment led by President
Wickremesinghe.

Alahapperuma had unsuc-
cessfully contested the parlia-
mentary vote against
Wickremesinghe in mid-July to
elect a stop gap president for
the resigned Gotabaya
Rajapaksa.

Announcing the cross over,
Peiris said that the ruling coali-

tion had lost its social contract
with the people.

He alleged that all aspira-
tions of SLPP supporters have
been destroyed and if people
want an election it must be held
to uphold democracy.

The group of 12 leaders in
April had demanded the resig-
nation of the then prime min-
ister Mahinda Rajapaksa to
form an all-party interim gov-
ernment under Gotabaya
Rajapaksa.

Gotabaya Rajapaksa in
mid-July succumbed to raging
public protests calling for his
resignation for his mishan-
dling of the economic crisis. 

He fled the country to the
Maldives and then reached
Singapore. From Singapore, he
flew to Thailand where he can
stay for 90 days.

H o w e v e r ,
Wickremesinghe's efforts to
form an all party government
to tackle the current econom-
ic crisis have not been fruitful
despite umpteen attempts.
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Iran's paramilitary
Revolutionary Guard seized

an American sea drone in the
Persian Gulf and tried to tow
it away, only releasing the
unmanned vessel when a U.S.
Navy warship and helicopter
approached, officials said
Tuesday. 

It was the first time Iran
targeted the Navy's Mideast-
based 5th Fleet's new drone
task force. While the intercep-
tion ended without incident,
tensions remain high between

Washington and Tehran as
negotiations over the Islamic
Republic's tattered nuclear deal
with world powers hang in the
balance. The Guard's Shahid
Baziar warship attached a line
to the Saildrone Explorer in the
center of the Persian Gulf in
international waters late
Monday night, said Cmdr.
Timothy Hawkins, a 5th Fleet
spokesman. The vessel then
began towing the Saildrone
Explorer, which carries cam-
eras, radars and sensors for
remotely monitoring the sea.
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US National Security Advisor Jake
Sullivan will hold a trilateral dialogue

with his counterparts from Japan and
South Korea in Hawaii on September 1, the
White House announced Tuesday.

The meeting assumes significance
amidst the growing tension in the Indo-

Pacific region, particularly with China
engaging in security drills following the
Taiwan visit of United States House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi.

Sullivan, Japan's National Security
Secretariat Secretary General Akiba Takeo,
and Republic of Korea's Director of the
National Security Office Kim Sung-han
will meet at the Headquarters of the United

States Indo-Pacific Command in
Honolulu, Hawaii on September 1, the
White House said.

"The officials will meet bilaterally on
August 31.  After the bilateral meeting,
Sullivan will visit the United States Indo-
Pacific Command to discuss our alliances
in defense of the free and open Indo-
Pacific," the media announcement said. 
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Hans-Christian Stroebele, a
German lawyer who

defended members of the far-left
Red Army Faction and later
became the Green party's first
directly elected constituency
lawmaker, has died. He was 83.

German news agency dpa
quoted his attorney, Johannes
Eisenberg, saying Wednesday
that Stroebele died on August 29
after a long illness.

Stroebele, the son of a jurist
and a chemist, first rose to
prominence in 1970 as one of
three lawyers acting for mem-
bers of the RAF militant group
-- also known as the Baader-
Meinhof gang — that carried out
numerous politically motivated
attacks whose targets included
US troops in Germany. Fellow
lawyer Horst Mahler later swung
to the far right, while another,
Otto Schily, became Germany's
top security official. 

Stroebele helped found the
Berlin section of the Greens, a
party that would stir up German
politics from the 1980s onward. 

While the Greens have
since moved firmly into the cen-
ter-ground, joining a coalition
government under Social
Democratic Chancellor Gerhard
Schroeder from 1998 to 2005
and current Chancellor Olaf
Scholz's three-way alliance,
Stroebele remained a gadfly on
the left-wing of the party.
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It's the only surviving battle-
ship that served in both

world wars, having fought
Nazis and the Japanese Army
during World War II. But the
greatest challenge in recent
years for the USS Texas has
been a leaky, rusty hull that at
times forced workers to pump
out about 2,000 gallons (7,570
liters) of water per minute
from the 110-year-old ship.

To ensure the historic ves-
sel doesn't sink and can con-
tinue hosting visitors, the foun-
dation in charge of its care is
towing the ship Wednesday
from its longtime home along
the Houston Ship Channel to
a shipyard in Galveston for
much needed repairs.

Tony Gregory, the presi-
dent of the Battleship Texas
Foundation, said Wednesday
the pulling of the ship by tug-
boats and getting it on its way

was perfect. He said any prob-
lems would have happened in
the first 15 minutes of pulling
the ship but there were no
issues.

"It went smoother than we
thought and quicker than we
thought … and she's gone,
down the channel," he said.

Gregory said he expects the
ship to arrive in Galveston by
4 p.m.

The journey from its long-
time berth at the San Jacinto
Battleground State Historic Site
in the Houston suburb of La
Porte is part of a $35 million
project to repair the hull and
ultimately restore the ship to its
former glory.

The ship's repairs are part
of the foundation's plans to
eventually resettle it in a new
location in Texas, possibly in
one of three nearby cities,
including Galveston, in order to
attract more visitors and
increase revenue.
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Russia's Gazprom halted
the flow of natural gas

through a major pipeline
from Russia to Europe early
Wednesday, a stoppage that
it announced in advance and
has said will last three days.

The Russian state-owned
energy company announced
the closure of Nord Stream 1
in mid-August, citing main-
tenance at a compressor sta-
tion — an explanation that
German officials have cast
doubt on. Gazprom says that
work is necessary on the only
remaining functioning tur-
bine at the Portovaya station,
at the Russian end of the
pipeline. Gazprom started
cutting supplies through
Nord Stream 1 in mid-June.
It cited technical problems
that German authorities have
dismissed as cover for a
political power play. In recent
weeks, Nord Stream 1 has
been running at only 20% of

capacity.
Russia, which before the

reductions started account-
ed for a bit more than a third
of Germany's gas supplies,
has also reduced the flow of
gas to other European coun-
tries which have sided with
Ukraine in the war.

Natural gas is used to
power industry, heat homes
and offices, and generate
electricity. Increasing the
amount in reserve has been
a key focus of the German
government since Russia
invaded Ukraine, to avoid
rationing for industry as
demand rises in the winter.

In July, the government
moved to tighten storage
requirements. It introduced
a requirement for storage to
be 75% full by Sept. 1 — a
target that already has been
surpassed — and raised the
targets for October and
November to 85% and 95%,
respectively, from 80% and
90%.
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Taiwan's military fired warn-
ing shots at drones from

China flying over its outposts
just off the Chinese coastline,
underscoring heightened ten-
sions and the self-ruled island's
resolve to respond to new provo-
cations. Taiwan's forces said in a
statement that troops took the
action on Tuesday after drones
were found hovering over the
Kinmen island group. Dadan,
one of the islands where a drone
was spotted, lies roughly 15
kilometers (9 miles) off the
Chinese coast. 

The statement Wednesday
referred to the unmanned aeri-
al vehicles as being of “civilian
use," but gave no other details. 

It said the drones returned to
the nearby Chinese city of
Xiamen after the shots were
fired. Taiwan previously fired
only flares as warnings. 

The incident comes amid
heightened tensions after China
fired missiles into the sea and
sent planes and ships across the
dividing line in the Taiwan Strait
earlier this month. 

It followed angry rhetoric
from Beijing over a trip to

Taiwan by House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi, the highest-ranking US
dignitary to visit the island in 25
years.  China claims Taiwan as its
own territory and its recent
actions have been viewed as a
rehearsal of a possible blockade
or invasion. 

China's drills brought strong
condemnation from Taiwan's
chief ally, the US, along with fel-
low regional democracies such as
Australia and Japan. Some of
China's missiles early in August
fell into nearby Japan's exclusive
economic zone.  Taiwan main-
tains control over a range of
islands in the Kinmen and Matsu
groups in the Taiwan Strait, a
relic of the effort by Chiang Kai-
shek's Nationalists to maintain a
foothold on the mainland after
being driven out by Mao
Zedong's Communists amid civil
war in 1949. 
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Flash floods triggered by heavy monsoon rains across much
of Sudan killed at least 100 people since the start of the rainy

season in May, an official said on Wednesday.
The downpours, which began earlier than normal this year,

also injured at least 96 others, said Brig Gen Abdul-Jalil Abdul-
Rahim, spokesman for Sudan's National Council for Civil
Defence.

The United Nations said at least 258,000 people have been
affected by floods in 15 of Sudan's 18 provinces. The downpours
wrecked many villages and left tens of thousands of acres of land
flooded, it said.

Authorities have declared a state of emergency in six hard-
hit provinces.
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The Justice Department says
classified documents were

“likely concealed and removed”
from a storage room at former
President Donald Trump's Florida
estate as part of an effort to
obstruct the federal investigation
into the discovery of the govern-
ment records.

The FBI also seized boxes and
containers holding more than
100 classified records during its
Aug. 8 search of Mar-a-Lago and
found classified documents
stashed in Trump's office, accord-
ing to a filing late Tuesday that lays
out the most detailed chronology
to date of months of strained
interactions between Justice
Department officials and Trump
representatives over the discovery
of government secrets.
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Atruck transporting iron
on the outskirts of

Indonesia 's  capital  on
Wednesday crashed at a bus
stop in front of a school and
killed at least 10 people, most
of them elementary students. 

The students were waiting
for a ride home after finishing
classes when the truck
smashed into a bus stop on the
main road connecting the
Bekasi area and East Jakarta.

There were about 20 stu-

dents at the scene, and those
who were injured were taken
to two hospitals. 

The truck also hit a
telecommunications pole that
fell down and crushed motor-
bikes and a pickup that was
crossing the road. The driver
of the pickup also died.

Police detained the driver
of the truck as part of an
investigation, said Latif
Usman, Jakarta police traffic
director. The cause of the
crash wasn't immediately
clear. 
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Mikhail Gorbachev, who as the
last leader of the Soviet
Union waged a losing battle

to salvage a crumbling empire but
produced extraordinary reforms that
led to the end of the Cold War, died
Tuesday. He was 91.

The Central Clinical Hospital
said in a statement that Gorbachev
died after a long illness. No other
details were given.

Kremlin spokesman Dmitry
Peskov said in a statement carried by
Russian news agencies that Russian
President Vladimir Putin offered
deep condolences over Gorbachev's
death and would send an official
telegram to Gorbachev's family in the
morning.

Though in power less than seven
years, Gorbachev unleashed a breath-
taking series of changes. But they
quickly overtook him and resulted in
the collapse of the authoritarian
Soviet state, the freeing of Eastern
European nations from Russian dom-
ination and the end of decades of
East-West nuclear confrontation. 

His decline was humiliating. His
power hopelessly sapped by an
attempted coup against him in
August 1991, he spent his last months
in office watching republic after

republic declare independence until
he resigned on Dec. 25, 1991. The
Soviet Union wrote itself into obliv-
ion a day later. 

Many of the changes, including
the Soviet breakup, bore no resem-
blance to the transformation that
Gorbachev had envisioned when he
became Soviet leader in March 1985. 

By the end of his rule he was
powerless to halt the whirlwind he
had sown. Yet Gorbachev may have
had a greater impact on the second
half of the 20th century than any
other political figure. 

“I see myself as a man who start-
ed the reforms that were necessary for
the country and for Europe and the
world,” Gorbachev told The AP in a
1992 interview shortly after he left
office. 

“I am often asked, would I have
started it all again if I had to repeat
it? Yes, indeed. And with more per-

sistence and determination,” he said. 
Gorbachev won the 1990 Nobel

Peace Prize for his role in ending the
Cold War and spent his later years
collecting accolades and awards from
all corners of the world. Yet he was
widely despised at home. 

Russians blamed him for the
1991 implosion of the Soviet Union.

His run for president in 1996 was
a national joke, and he polled less
than 1% of the vote.

In 1997, he resorted to making a
TV ad for Pizza Hut to earn money
for his charitable foundation. 

“In the ad, he should take a pizza,
divide it into 15 slices like he divid-
ed up our country, and then show
how to put it back together again,”
quipped Anatoly Lukyanov, a one-
time Gorbachev supporter. 

Gorbachev never set out to dis-
mantle the Soviet system. What he
wanted to do was improve it.

Soon after taking power,
Gorbachev began a campaign to end
his country's economic and political
stagnation, using “glasnost” or open-
ness, to help achieve his goal of “per-
estroika” or restructuring. 

In his memoirs, he said he had
long been frustrated that in a coun-
try with immense natural resources,
tens of millions were living in pover-
ty.   Once he began, one move led to
another: He freed political prisoners,
allowed open debate and multi-can-
didate elections, gave his countrymen
freedom to travel, halted religious
oppression, reduced nuclear arsenals,
established closer ties with the West
and did not resist the fall of
Communist regimes in Eastern
European satellite states.

But the forces he unleashed
quickly escaped his control.

“The process of renovating this
country and bringing about funda-
mental changes in the international
community proved to be much more
complex than originally anticipated,”
Gorbachev told the nation as he
stepped down. 

There was little in Gorbachev's
childhood to hint at the pivotal role
he would play on the world stage. On
many levels, he had a typical Soviet
upbringing in a typical Russian vil-
lage. But it was a childhood blessed
with unusual strokes of good fortune. 

Mikhail Sergeyevich Gorbachev
was born March 2, 1931, in the vil-
lage of Privolnoye in 
southern Russia. 
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Rishi Sunak pledged to work
"night and day" for the

“best country in the world” as
the election campaign to take
over from Boris Johnson as the
Conservative Party leader and
the new British Prime Minister
entered its final stage on
Wednesday, with the very last
hustings event set for London.

Sunak reiterated his vision
statement as the first British
Indian to run for the top job at
10 Downing Street ahead of the
final campaign event scheduled
at a popular concert venue in
Wembley on Wednesday
evening. The former
Chancellor will go head-to-
head with his rival Foreign
Secretary Liz Truss for one last
time as they fight it out for any
remaining Tory members yet to
cast their ballots before voting
closes on Friday evening.

The 42-year-old former
finance minister, who has
focussed his campaign message
on the urgency of getting a grip
on inflation and countered 47-
year-old Truss' claims that tax
cuts are the answer to address
the cost-of-living crisis crip-
pling the UK economy, made
a last-ditch effort to drive
home his “consistent, clear and

honest” vision.
“Britain is the best country

in the world to grow up in, start
a family and build a business,
and our future looks bright. But
we can only get there if we tack-
le the challenges we face in the
short term head-on with hon-
esty and a credible plan,” said
Sunak, in a statement released
by his Ready4Rishi campaign
team on Tuesday night.

“I have the right plan, root-
ed in Conservative values, and
I have been consistent, clear
and honest throughout this
contest that we must fix infla-
tion first. Only by supporting
people through this winter and
gripping inflation can we lay
the foundations for growth
and prosperity – for lower
taxes, a better NHS and a
healthy economy making full
use of our Brexit freedoms,” he
said. "That's my vision for
Britain, and I'll work night
and day to deliver it for the
party and country I love,” he
added.

Sunak is looking to make
history as Britain's first Prime
Minister of Indian-origin and
has the overwhelming support
of the Indian diaspora, many of
whom have already voted in his
favour as Conservative Party
members.
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The passing of Mikhail
Gorbachev, the last leader of

the Soviet Union and for many the
man who restored democracy to
then-communist-ruled European
nations, was mourned Wednesday
as the loss of as a rare leader who
changed the world and for a time
gave hope for peace among the
superpowers.

But the man who died at age 91
on Tuesday was also reviled by
many countrymen who blamed
him for the 1991 implosion of the
Soviet Union and its diminution as
a superpower. The Russian nation
that emerged from its Soviet past
shrank in size as 15 new nations
were created. The loss of pride and
power also eventually led to the rise

of Vladimir Putin, who has tried
for the past quarter-century to
restore Russia to its former glory
and beyond.

“After decades of brutal polit-
ical repression, he embraced demo-
cratic reforms. He believed in glas-
nost and perestroika – openness
and restructuring – not as mere slo-
gans, but as the path forward for
the people of the Soviet Union after
so many years of isolation and
deprivation" President Joe Biden
said.

He added that “these were the
acts of a rare leader – one with the
imagination to see that a different
future was possible and the courage
to risk his entire career to achieve
it. The result was a safer world and
greater freedom for millions of
people." 
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China on Wednesday mourned
the death of the last leader of

the erstwhile Soviet Union Mikhail
Gorbachev amid a spate of criticism
in the official and social media here
over his attempts to open up the
country and strike rapprochement
with the US, leading to the collapse
of the mighty communist nation.

"Gorbachev made positive con-
tributions to the normalisation of
China-Soviet Union relations,"
Chinese Foreign Ministry
Spokesperson Zhao Lijian said
when asked for Beijing's reaction to
the death of the former Soviet
Communist leader during whose
tenure the Soviet Union disinte-
grated in 1991. "We mourn his
death and express our condolences
to his family," Zhao told the media
in a brief cryptic reply to a question
seeking Beijing's reactions.
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Tourism came back with a
vengeance to France this

summer, sending revenues over
pre-pandemic levels, accord-
ing to government estimates
released this week.  Crowds
packed Paris landmarks and
Riviera beaches, notably thanks
to an influx of Americans ben-
efiting from the weak euro, but
also British and other European
visitors reveling in the end of

pandemic restrictions.
“It's beautiful to go again to

travel,” said Serena Veronese, a
tourist from Lago Maggiore in
Italy soaking in the view of the
Eiffel Tower. She and her hus-
band work for an airline and
“suffered a lot” as the Covid  cri-
sis grounded planes worldwide.
“Now people have to go travel-
ing again, they have to.” The
summer surge came despite
exceptionally hot weather in
France and around Europe.
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Officials in Pakistan raised
concern Wednesday over

the spread of waterborne dis-
eases among thousands of
flood victims as waters from
powerful monsoon rains
began to recede in many parts
of the country.

Some doctors said initially
they were seeing mostly
patients traumatized by the
flooding, but are now treating
people suffering from diar-
rhea, skin infections and other
waterborne ailments in the
country's flood-hit areas.

The development has
forced the government to
deploy additional medical
teams, dispatch medicine and
provide clean drinking water
to survivors, many of whom
are living in tents and

makeshift homes.
The warning came a day

after record-breaking floods
prompted the United Nations
to formally issue an appeal for
$160 million in emergency
funding to the impoverished
Islamic nation, where about a
million homes have been
damaged or destroyed.

Dr Azra Fazal Pechuho,
health minister in the coun-
try's worst-affected province
of Sindh, said officials have set
up 4,210 medical camps in the
province's flood-hit areas to
treat victims now suffering
from skin and waterborne
diseases, which are common
during floods.
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Russian officials and lawmak-
ers treaded carefully on

Wednesday while reacting to
Mikhail Gorbachev's death, prais-
ing him for his role in ending the
Cold War but deploring his fail-
ure to avert the collapse of the
Soviet Union.

The stance was reflected by
state television broadcasts, which
paid tributes to Gorbachev as a
historic figure but described his
reforms as poorly planned and
held him responsible for failing to
safeguard the country's interests
in dialogue with the West.

The criticism echoed earlier
assessments by Russian President
Vladimir Putin, who has famous-
ly lamented the collapse of the
Soviet Union as the “greatest
geopolitical catastrophe of the
20th century".
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UN chief Antonio
Guterres will travel to

flood-hit Pakistan next week
for a solidarity visit and also
to see how the UN is work-
ing to support the govern-
ment's efforts to provide
assistance to millions of peo-
ple impacted by the unprece-
dented floods.

The visit was announced
after cash-strapped Pakistan
government on Tuesday
teamed up with the United
Nations and issued a flash
appeal for USD 160 million
to deal with the disaster
that has displaced over 33
million people in the coun-
try that has become the
"ground zero" of global
warming.
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Sudan: Death toll from seasonal flooding at 100
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Reliance Industries, which
announced entry into the

FMCG space earlier this week,
has acquired the home-grown
soft drink brand Campa from
Delhi-based Pure Drinks
Group, said sources.

The deal is estimated to be
around Rs 22 crore and
Reliance Retail Ventures would
introduce it to the general
trade and local markets around
Diwali, said sources close to the
development.

Reliance Retail Ventures,
the retail arm of billionaire
Mukesh Ambani’s Reliance
group, has already introduced
its three variants including its
iconic cola flavour, orange and
lemon at its selected stores.

At present, Campa is bot-

tled by Jallan Food products.
The Indian soft drink mar-

ket is dominated by the
American cola majors -- Coca-
Cola India and PepsiCo.

The acquisition is part of
the Reliance’s plan to enter into
the fast-moving consumer
goods sector.

Earlier this week, address-
ing the shareholders in the
annual general meeting,
Reliance Retail Ventures Ltd
(RRVL) director Isha Ambani
said the company will launch
its FMCG goods business.

As part of its expansion
drive in the FMCG segment,
Reliance is already in talks
with several makers, which
would be announced subse-
quently once the deals are
finalised.

The Indian FMCG market

is estimated to be over USD 100
billion and is largely dominat-
ed by big firms such as HUL,
Reckitt, P&G, Nestle and
home-grown companies like
Dabur, Emami and Marico.

Reliance will now compete
with the leading company
Adani Wilmar and other
FMCG companies in this seg-
ment.

Campa Cola is a drink cre-
ated by the Pure Drinks Group
in the 1970s.

Pure Drinks Group intro-
duced Coca-Cola into India in
1949 and was the sole manu-
facturer and distributor of
Coca-Cola till 1977 when Coke
was asked to leave.

After that, the brand dom-
inated the Indian market for
the next 15 years in the absence
of foreign competition.
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Markets regulator Sebi has
imposed a penalty of Rs 3

lakh on CB Management
Services for delaying the process
of issuance of duplicate shares
and failing to process transmis-
sions of stocks within the time
limit. Also, it had not maintained
signature records of sharehold-
ers in certain companies.

CB Management Services,
Registrar to an Issue and Share
Transfer Agent, has been asked
to pay the fine within 45 days,
the Securities and Exchange
Board of India (Sebi) said in an
order on Tuesday.
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The Central Government’s
fiscal deficit touched 20.5

per cent of the annual target at
the end of July 2022-23 against
21.3 per cent a year ago, reflect-
ing improvement in public
finance, as per official data
released on Wednesday.

In actual terms, the fiscal
deficit - the difference between
expenditure and revenue - was
�3,40,831 crore during the
April-July period this financial
year. A fiscal deficit is a reflec-
tion of government borrowings
from the market.

As per the data released by
the Controller General of
Accounts (CGA), the govern-
ment’s receipts, including taxes,
stood at �7.85 lakh crore or
34.4 per cent of the Budget
Estimates (BE) for 2022-23.
During the year-ago period, it
was nearly the same at 34.6 per

cent.
The tax revenue stood at

�6.66 lakh crore or 34.4 per
cent of this year’s BE. Last year
too, the government had man-
aged to mop 34.2 per cent of its
annual estimate during April-
July.

The data further revealed
that the central government’s
total expenditure was �11.26
lakh crore or 28.6 per cent of
the BE 2022-23, almost same as
in the year-ago period.

Capital expenditure was
27.8 per cent of the full-year
budget target compared to 23.2
per cent in the corresponding
period last year, as per the
monthly account of the Union
government up to July 2022,
released by the CGA. 

For 2022-23, the fiscal
deficit of the government is
estimated to be �16.61 lakh
crore or 6.4 per cent of the
GDP. 
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Electrical goods and appli-
ance maker Havells on

Wednesday said it is planning
to expand washing machine
production capacity at its
Rajasthan’s Ghiloth plant,
where it will invest Rs 130
crore. This expansion would be
financed through internal
accruals, said Havells in a reg-
ulatory filing.

The Ghiloth plant already
has the capacity to roll out 3
lakh units per annum and the
company plans to add an addi-
tional capacity of 3.8 lakh units
per annum.

Established in 2018,
Havells Ghiloth is spread over
2,02,343 square metres and
primarily manufactures air
conditioners under the brand
Lloyd.
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Country’s largest lender SBI
will sell non-performing

loan account of Anamika
Conductors through e-bidding
in late September to recover
dues of Rs 102 crore.

Anamika Conductors has
an outstanding of Rs 102.30
crore. SBI has put the reserve
price for the e-auction, sched-
uled to be held on September
28, 2022, at Rs 22.13 crore.

SBI said in terms of its pol-
icy on transfer of stressed loan
exposures, it is placing the
loan account of Anamika
Conductors for transfer to eli-
gible ARCs/banks/NBFC/FIs.

The bank, however, said it
reserves the right not to go
ahead with the proposed trans-

action or modify any terms and
conditions at any stage, with-
out assigning any reason.

Founded in 1988, Anamika
Conductors is a Jaipur-based
company engaged in manu-
facturing of aluminium con-
ductor wire, aluminium alloy
conductors and power cables.

It also has presence in
wind energy production with
mills situated in Rajasthan and
Maharashtra. 
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The unemployment rate for
persons aged 15 years and

above in urban areas dipped to
7.6 per cent during April-June
2022 from 12.6 per cent a year
ago, the National Statistical
Office (NSO) said on
Wednesday.

Joblessness or unemploy-
ment rate is defined as the per-
centage of unemployed persons
among the labour force.

Joblessness was high in
April-June 2021 mainly due to
the staggering impact of Covid-
related restrictions in the coun-
try.

The latest data based on a
periodic labour force survey,

underlining a decline in unem-
ployment rate amid improved
labour force participation ratio,
point towards a sustained eco-
nomic recovery from the shad-
ow of the pandemic.

The unemployment rate
for persons aged 15 years and
above in January-March 2022
was 8.2 per cent in urban
areas, the 15th Periodic Labour
Force Survey (PLFS) 
showed.

It also showed that the
unemployment rate among
females (aged 15 years and
above) in urban areas declined
to 9.5 per cent in April-June,
2022 from 14.3 per cent a year
ago. It was 10.1 per cent in
January-March, 2022.
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Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman will review the

state of the economy amid
global and domestic challenges
at a meeting of the Financial
Stability and Development
Council (FSDC), scheduled on
September 15.

The 26th meeting of the
high-level panel to be held in
Mumbai will be attended by all
financial sectoral regulators,
including RBI Governor
Shaktikanta Das, sources said.

The FSDC is the apex body
of sectoral regulators, headed
by the Union finance minister.

The meeting will review
the current global and domes-
tic economic situation and
financial stability issues, includ-
ing those concerning banking
and NBFCs, according to the
sources.

The council would also
discuss measures required for
further development of the
financial sector and to achieve
inclusive economic growth
with macroeconomic stability,
they said.

As per the RBI estimate,
the country’s GDP is expected
to witness a growth of 7.2 per
cent in the current financial
year amid elevated retail infla-
tion at 6.7 per cent.

The focus of both the gov-
ernment and RBI is to tame
inflation, which has remained
above the RBI’s tolerance level
of 6 per cent since January this
year. Besides, the falling rupee

hovering around 80 per dollar
is adding pressure to inflation.

The recent pronouncement
of Fed chairman Jerome Powell
to brace for more large interest
rate hikes in coming months to
rein in inflation will have impli-
cations for other currencies of
the world, including the rupee.

The FSDC meeting will
also review activities under-
taken by the FSDC Sub-
Committee chaired by the RBI
Governor and the action taken
by members on the past deci-
sions of FSDC.

The last meeting of FSDC
was held in February after the
presentation of the Budget
2022-23.

Besides RBI Governor,
Securities and Exchange Board
of India Chairman Madhabi

Puri Buch, Insurance
Regulatory and Development
Authority of India (IRDAI)
Chairman Debasish Panda,
Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Board of India (IBBI)
Chairman Ravi Mital and
Pension Fund Regulatory and
Development Authority
Chairman Supratim
Bandyopadhyay will attend the
meeting.

The sources said the FSDC
meeting will also be attended
by Minister of State for Finance
Bhagwat Kishanrao Karad,
Finance Secretary T V
Somanathan, Economic Affairs
Secretary Ajay Seth, Revenue
Secretary Tarun Bajaj, Financial
Services Secretary Sanjay
Malhotra, and other top offi-
cials of the finance ministry.
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NTPC has got shareholders’
approval to raise up to Rs

12,000 crore through issuance
of non-convertible debentures
on private placement basis.

The resolution was passed
with requisite majority in the
annual general meeting held on
Tuesday.

The funds to be raised in
one or more tranches (not
exceeding 12) will be used for
capital expenditure, working
capital and general corporate

purposes, as per the notice for
the AGM.

As the company is in
capacity expansion mode,
major portion of the capital
expenditure requirement has to
be funded by debt.

The company’s board
approved the proposal on July
29, 2022. 
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Poorly-directed freebies may
wreak  havoc on state

finances and have adverse con-
sequences on the economy as
in the case of Sri Lanka, experts
say while noting it is important
to define a freebie and how it
is different from welfare expen-
diture.

Recently, the Supreme
Court said freebies at the cost
of taxpayers’ money may push
the country towards immi-
nent bankruptcy.

Economic think tank
ICRIER Chairman Pramod
Bhasin said,"Most freebies
(unless at a time of huge
urgency such as Covid) which
are often poorly directed are a
fiscal mistake with significant
adverse consequences. And
these exist in most states and
under most forms of govern-
ments." Bhasin noted that "polit-
ical compulsions" cause most
politicians to announce freebies
as their way of capturing votes.

"If there was a way to lim-
iting these within each state

and also centrally that would be
a welcome move—but that is
also for the elected representa-
tive to decide," he said, adding
that there is a need to define a
freebie and how it is different
from welfare expenditure.

Echoing similar views,
Institute for Studies in
Industrial Development (ISID)
Director Nagesh Kumar said
State governments need to be
responsible in terms of fiscal
management unless they wish
to get into an unsustainable sit-
uation.
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Indian rupee, which earlier
this week touched an all-time

low, is likely to remain under
pressure and may test new lev-
els as a fallout of the US Federal
Reserve indicating more inter-
est rate hikes, experts said.

The aggressive rate hikes
will dampen demand and
increase the possibility of a
recession in the US. This could
accelerate the pace of capital
outflows, weaken the rupee

and raise the threat of import-
ed inflation.

The Fed rate hikes narrow
the difference between the
interest rates of India and the
US, making India less attractive
for dollar investment. This
could lead to capital outflows,
and coupled with elevated
crude oil and commodity
prices may depress the rupee
further, experts said.

Also, there is a threat of
imported inflation. Even if the
global prices remain

unchanged, a weaker rupee
means India is paying more for
its imports and thus higher
inflation.

India is 85 per cent depen-
dent on imports to meet its
crude oil needs and 50 per cent
for its gas requirement.

The rupee, which touched
its all-time low of 80.15 against
the US dollar in intra-day trade
on Monday, rebouned by 39
paise on Tuesday to close at a
nearly two-week high of 79.52
against the greenback.
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India Inc’s foreign direct
investment in July declined

over 50 per cent to USD 1.11
billion in July 2022, the Reserve
Bank data showed.

As per the RBI data, on
Outward Foreign Direct
Investment (OFDI), the
domestic companies had
invested over USD 2.56 billion
in July 2021 in the form of
equity, loan and issuances of
guarantees. 

In a breakup, the Indian
businesses invested USD
579.15 million by equity infu-
sion, USD 193.21 million as
loans and USD 337.49 million
infused by issuing guarantees to
their overseas ventures during
July 2022.

Among the major investors
included Reliance Industries
USD 160 million in its wholly-
owned energy subsidiary in

Singapore, Reliance Industrial
Investments & Holdings USD
40.74 million in the fully-
owned unit in retail business in
the UK, and Ravindra Energy
putting USD 33 million in its
fully-owned unit in the UAE.

Hasham Traders invested
USD 32.71 million in a joint
venture in the US, which is into
financial services.
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SpiceJet on Wednesday
reported a widening of net

loss to Rs 789 crore for the
three months ended June,
mainly hit by high fuel prices
and a fall in the rupee.

The low-cost carrier, which
has been facing turbulent
times, had a net loss of Rs 729
crore in the quarter ended
June 2021. "Total revenue for
the reported quarter was Rs
2,478 crore as against Rs 1,266
crore in the same quarter of the
previous year," the airline said
in a release. For the quarter
ended March 2022, the airline
posted a net loss of Rs 458
crore. In the year-ago period, it
had a net loss of Rs 235.3 crore. 

SpiceJet Chairman and
Managing Director Ajay Singh
said the industry has been wit-
nessing one of the most severe
operating environment in the
recent past.
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The Government on
Wednesday assured ser-

vices exporters that necessary
support will be extended to
remove constraints and realise
the full potential of the sector.

The issues of the sector
were discussed during a day-
long session on services
exports, which was organised
by the Department of
Commerce.

Some of the key sugges-
tions that were highlighted
include seeking better market
access in free trade pacts,
branding, promotion through
road shows, standard setting,
robust mechanism for report-
ing of data, skilling and
addressing regulatory bottle-
necks.

Incentive schemes for spe-
cific sectors to boost exports
were also requested by the

industry participants, the com-
merce ministry said in a state-
ment.

Commerce Secretary BVR
Subrahmanyam "assured the
participants that necessary
Government support would
be extended to realise the full
potential of service sectors and
to remove any constraints in
this regard," it noted.

The session was attended
by about 100 participants rep-
resenting various service sec-
tors, including information

technology, communications,
entertainment, audiovisual,
tourism, education, accounting
and finance.

Services Export Promotion
Council (SEPC) is hopeful of
achieving the USD 300 billion
exports target for 2022-23.

In 2021-22, it was USD 254
billion.  Services exports have
increased to USD 71 billion
during April-June this fiscal
against USD 56. 22 billion in
the same quarter last year,
according to the council’s data.
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Aviation regulator DGCA
on Wednesday deregis-

tered two more Boeing 737
planes of SpiceJet following
non-payment of dues to
lessors.

With the latest deregis-
tration, a total of six Boeing
737 aircraft of the budget car-
rier have been deregistered in
August.

Boeing ?737-800 aircraft
VT-SPU and Boeing 737-
900ER aircraft VT-SGQ have
been deregistered under
IDERA on August 31, accord-
ing to a senior official at the
Directorate General of Civil
Aviation (DGCA).

Under the Cape Town
Convention, lessors and
lenders can seek deregistration
of a leased aircraft in case
there is a default. Such
requests are done under
Irrevocable De-registration
and Export Request
Authorisation (IDERA).

In recent months, SpiceJet
has been facing turbulent
times, including financial
headwinds. In July, the regu-
lator directed the airline to
operate only 50 per cent of
flights in the wake of many of
its planes facing technical
issues. On Wednesday, the
carrier reported a net loss of
Rs 789 crore for the three
months ended June. 
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The output of eight core
infrastructure sectors con-

tracted to six-month low of 4.5
per cent in July against 9.9 per
cent in the year-ago period,
according to official data
released on Wednesday.

The output of these infra-
structure sectors expanded by
13.2 per cent in June, 19.3 per
cent in May, 9.5 per cent in
April, 4.8 per cent in March, 5.9
per cent in February and 4 per
cent in January.

The production growth of
eight infrastructure sectors --

coal, crude oil, natural gas,
refinery products, fertiliser,
steel, cement and electricity --
was 11.5 per cent in April-July
this fiscal against 21.4 per cent
a year ago. 

Crude oil and natural gas
production contracted by 3.8
per cent and 0.3 per cent,
respectively, during the month
under review. 

In July, the fertiliser output
rose by 6.2 per cent against 0.6
per cent in the same month last
year.

The growth rate in the
output of coal, refinery prod-
ucts, steel, cement and elec-

tricity slowed down to 11.4 per
cent, 6.2 per cent, 5.7 per cent,
2.1 per cent and 2.2 per cent,
respectively.

Commenting on the num-
bers, domestic rating agency
Ind-Ra said that the year-on-
year growth in the core sector
output sharply decelerated to a
six-month low of 4.5 per cent
in July.

"Ind-Ra believes that the
ongoing recovery has still a
long way to go because the out-
put of some of the core seg-
ments is still lower than the
pre-pandemic level," the agency
said. 
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Four-time champion Rafael
Nadal overcame dropping the
first set to defeat Australian

wildcard Rinky Hijikata at the US
Open first round on Tuesday.

Nadal triumphed 4-6, 6-2, 6-3, 6-
3 over his 198th-ranked opponent to
register his 65th career win in New
York.

The 36-year-old Spaniard, who is
chasing a 23rd Grand Slam title and
third of 2022, next faces Fabio
Fognini.

Nadal holds a 13-4 career lead
over the Italian but Fognini famous-
ly defeated him from two sets down
in the third round of the US Open in
2015.

"I'm very happy to be back. It's a
long time that I played here. I thought
that maybe I'd never be back," said
Nadal whose last appearance in New
York saw him win the 2019 title.

World number three Nadal came
into this year's tournament under an
injury cloud after an abdominal
strain had forced him to forfeit his
Wimbledon semi-final against Nick
Kyrgios.

Before Tuesday, he had played
just once, a first-up loss to Borna
Coric in Cincinnati and he looked
rusty at the start on Tuesday.

Hijikata, making his Grand Slam
debut, surprisingly broke for a 4-3
edge and claimed the opener in the
10th game on the back of 11 fearless
winners.

However, Nadal was quickly
back in business with breaks in the
second and eighth games of the sec-
ond set bringing him level in the con-
test.

A break in the fourth game of the
third for a 3-1 lead was enough to
secure a two sets to one lead.

He wrapped up the tie on a fifth
match point, sealing the victory with
searing forehand pass to progress in
a tournament missing his longtime
rival Novak Djokovic who was
banned from the US over his refusal
to be vaccinated.
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Naomi Osaka's hopes of a third

US Open title were dashed in the first
round as the Japanese star slumped
to a straight sets loss against Danielle
Collins.

Four-time Grand Slam champi-
on Osaka, a winner at Flushing

Meadows in 2018 and 2020, was beat-
en 7-6 (7/5), 6-3 by 19th-seeded
American Collins in a battle of two
big hitters.

Collins, finalist at this year's
Australian Open, now advances to a
second round clash with Spain's
Cristina Bucsa.

The 28-year-old right-hander

from Florida will head into that
assignment brimming with confi-
dence after showing great composure
to put away Osaka on Arthur Ashe
Stadium.
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Iga Swiatek and Carlos Alcaraz

reached the second round of a swel-

tering US Open.
World number one and French

Open champion Swiatek eased past
Italy's Jasmine Paolini 6-3, 6-0 in just
67 minutes.

Victory was a relief for the 21-
year-old Pole who had suffered early
losses at warm-up events in Toronto
and Cincinatti.

Alcaraz, the 19-year-old world
number four, was made to sweat by
battling Sebastian Baez, winning the
first two sets 7-5, 7-5 before the
Argentine retired injured 0-2 down
in the third. "Nobody wants to see a
match end like this. Sebastian is a
great player, fights to the last ball and
deserves better things," said Alcaraz,

a quarter-finalist in 2021.
As the temperature soared

beyond the 30-degree mark,
Wimbledon champion Elena
Rybakina was the most high profile
player to wilt. The Kazakh lost 6-4,
6-4 to French qualifier Clara Burel,
ranked a lowly 131, on the back of 37
unforced errors.
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Alexander Zverev was named as
the headline act and top seed

on Wednesday for September's
Korea Open, where the world
number two will make his return
to the ATP Tour after a serious
ankle injury.

The 25-year-old is not at the
US Open, currently being played
in New York, but he has been
named in Germany's team for the
group stage of the Davis Cup
finals, which come a week before
the Seoul tournament.

The Tokyo Olympics Gold
medallist will be one of three top-
10 players at the September 24-
October 2 event, along with
Casper Ruud of Norway and
Cameron Norrie of Britain, organ-
isers said.

Zverev, who has won 19 singles
titles but is yet to triumph at a
Grand Slam, has not played since
tearing ankle ligaments during
his semi-final against Rafael Nadal
at the French Open in June.

He left the court at Roland
Garros in a wheelchair and subse-
quently underwent surgery to
repair three torn ligaments in his
right ankle.

The ATP Tour is returning to
Seoul for the first time since 1996.

The Korea Open is one of six

single-year events in 2022
announced to replace tourna-
ments in China cancelled because
of Covid restrictions. Others take
place in the United States, Israel,
Italy and Spain.
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Chelsea crashed to a shock 2-
1 defeat against

Southampton as their rocky
start to the Premier League
season took a turn for the
worse on Tuesday.

Thomas Tuchel's side blew
the lead at St Mary's after
Raheem Sterling put them
ahead midway through the first
half.

England forward Sterling
bagged his third goal in two
games with a close-range strike
in the 23rd minute.

But Chelsea had squan-
dered a host of chances before
Sterling's opener and, not for the
first time in Tuchel's reign,
their profligate finishing came
back to haunt them.

Romeo Lavia equalised in

the 28th minute with his first
goal for Southampton, curling
home from the edge of the area
after Chelsea failed to clear a

corner.
Adam Armstrong put

Southampton ahead on the
stroke of half-time as he took

Romain Perraud's pass and
drilled a deflected shot past
Chelsea keeper Edouard Mendy.

Chelsea, beaten 3-0 at Leeds

in their previous away fixture,
were unable to muster a
response as they slipped to a sec-
ond defeat from their last three

games.
With just two wins from

their first five matches, the
Blues are already five points

behind leaders Arsenal, who
play their game in hand against
Aston Villa on Wednesday.

Despite a significant close-
season spending spree, which is
set to continue with several
more signings mooted before
Thursday's transfer deadline,
Chelsea are struggling to find
any sustained momentum at
present.
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Everton's wait for a first win

this season goes on after Luis
Sinisterra's first league goal for
Leeds earned a 1-1 draw at
Elland Road.

Frank Lampard's team went
ahead when Alex Iwobi's inci-
sive pass was flicked through the
legs of Diego Llorente by
Anthony Gordon, whose clini-
cal finish capped a superb move

in the 17th minute.
But Colombia winger

Sinisterra marked his first start
for Jesse Marsch's men in mem-
orable fashion with a com-
posed finish from Brenden
Aaronson's pass in the 55th
minute. Fulham ended
Brighton's unbeaten start to
the season with a 2-1 win at
Craven Cottage that lifted them
to sixth place.

Fourth-placed Brighton had
won three of their first four
games, but Marco Silva's pro-
moted side broke the deadlock
in the 48th minute through
Aleksandar Mitrovic's fifth goal
this season.

Neeskens Kebano provided
the pass and Serbia striker
Mitrovic tapped in at the far
post for his 100th league goal for
the Cottagers.
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Paulo Dybala shot Roma top of Serie
A on Tuesday with a brace which sank

Monza 3-0 while Inter Milan are one
point behind Jose Mourinho's side after
their 3-1 home win over Cremonese.

Argentina forward Dybala brought
up his goal century in the Italian top flight
after netting twice in the first 32 minutes
at the Stadio Olimpico to put unbeaten
Roma on 10 points from their first four
games.

Roma, who also scored just after the
hour through Roger Ibanez's header from
a Lorenzo Pellegrini corner, are two
points ahead of third-placed AC Milan
after the champions were held to a drab
goalless draw at Sassuolo.

Napoli and Lazio both have the
chance to draw level with Roma in
Wednesday's respective fixtures against
Lecce and Sampdoria, while Atalanta and
Torino — also both on seven points —
face off on Thursday.

Dybala's goals came thanks to good
work from Tammy Abraham, who sent
the 28-year-old on his way to opening his
Roma account in the 18th minute with
a looping flick onto which his strike part-
ner charged before rifling home.

The pair linked up again for Roma's
second, this time Abraham forcing a good
save from Michele Di Gregorio before
Dybala showed a more aggressive side to
his game by beating the Monza defend-
ers to the ball and bundling it home.

Inter are hot on Roma's heels after
bouncing back from their weekend

defeat at Lazio despite having to do with-
out star striker Romelu Lukaku.

Belgium's Lukaku will miss
Saturday's Milan derby and most likely
Inter's Champions League opener against
Bayern Munich next week. But Joaquin
Correa tapped the hosts ahead in the 12th
minute to set Inter on their way and
Nicolo Barella doubled their lead with a
stunning volley seven minutes before
half-time.

Substitute Lautaro Martinez drilled
home his third of the season with 14 min-
utes remaining to make sure Cremonese,
who scored late through David Okereke,
stayed second-bottom and stuck on
zero points. Elsewhere, Milan had Mike
Maignan to thank for their unbeaten
record staying intact, the France goal-
keeper diving brilliantly to his right to
keep out Domenico Berardi's penalty
midway through the first half.
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Timo Werner scored a first-
half hat-trick as German

Cup holders RB Leipzig anni-
hilated fourth-division side
Teutonia Ottensen 8-0 in the
first round on Tuesday.

Werner, who is his club's
all-time top goalscorer, scored
twice in the space of 60 sec-
onds to put Leipzig two goals
ahead after 20 minutes.

Werner completed his hat-
trick in the 43rd minute when
he hammered in a pass from
Swedish midfielder Emil
Forsberg.

Leipzig manager
Domenico Tedesco said
Werner, who returned from
Chelsea earlier this month,
was "on a very good path to

achieving very, very good
form."

Portuguese striker Andre
Silva added two more in the
40th and 53rd minutes.

Forsberg, who confirmed
after the game that he would
be staying in Leipzig beyond
the end of the transfer window,
added a goal in the 56th
minute.

Tedesco substituted
Werner for French forward
Christopher Nkunku in the
57th minute.

Nkunku, who sits atop
the Bundesliga goalscoring
charts with four goals after
four matches, added Leipzig's
seventh in the 77th minute,
before Dani Olmo made it 8-
0 in the final minute of the
game.
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Spain midfielder Fabian
Ruiz has joined French

champions Paris Saint-
Germain on a five-year deal
from Napoli, the Ligue 1 club
announced on Tuesday.

Fabian is the fifth signing
of the summer by PSG and
will further strengthen their
midfield following the arrival
of Portugal duo Vitinha and
Renato Sanches. The 26-year-
old spent four seasons with
Napoli and won the Italian

Cup in 2020. He is a former
European Under-21 champi-
on with Spain and has 15
international caps. 

NADAL SURVIVES SCARE, OSAKA DIDN’T 
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Defending champion Emma
Raducanu of Britain was sent

crashing out of the US Open in the
first round on Tuesday, losing in
straight sets to France's Alize
Cornet.

Eleventh seed Raducanu
became only the third women's
defending champion in history to
lose in the first round as Cornet
crafted a scintillating performance
to seal a deserved 6-3, 6-3 victory
on Louis Armstrong Stadium.

The 32-year-old
Frenchwoman, ranked 40th in the
world, drew on all her experience
to outfox the 19-year-old
Raducanu, boldly pulling off a
string of exquisite drop shots at key

moments to set up the victory.
Raducanu had been the darling

of the Flushing Meadows crowd last
year, when she made history by
emerging from qualifying to claim
a fairytale maiden Grand Slam.

That win marked the first time
ever a qualifier had lifted a Grand
Slam title.

But she has since struggled to
recapture the form that swept her
to an improbable championship
crown last year. In three previous
Grand Slams this year she had gone
no further than the second round.

Her exit on Tuesday sees her
join Angelique Kerber in 2017
and Svetlana Kuznetsova in 2005 as
the only defending US Open cham-
pions who have fallen at the first
hurdle.
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Venus Williams brushed off
questions about her future

on Tuesday after tumbling out of
the US Open in the first round.

The 42-year-old, who has
barely played in the past year and
whose last victory in a singles
match came at Wimbledon in
2021, was beaten 6-1, 7-6 (7/5)
by Belgium's Alison van
Uytvanck.

It was yet another indication
that Williams is fast-approach-
ing the end of her glittering 28-
year professional career.

But she said she was not
thinking about following in the
footsteps of younger sister
Serena, who has signalled that

this year's Open will be her last
tournament.

The Williams sisters are
reuniting for the doubles at
Flushing Meadows — their first
tournament together since 2018
— and Venus says she is looking
no further than that.

"Right now I'm just focused
on the doubles," she replied
when asked about her future fol-
lowing Tuesday's defeat.
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Belarus's Victoria Azarenka
and Marta Kostyuk of

Ukraine are set for a political-
ly-charged US Open grudge
match after advancing to a sec-
ond round showdown on
Tuesday.

Former world number one
Azarenka defeated Ashlyn
Krueger of the United States in
three sets while Kostyuk
advanced to the second round
with a straight sets win over
Egypt's Mayar Sherif.

The results mean Azarenka
and Kostyuk will face off against
each other on Thursday against
the backdrop of simmering
recent player tensions caused by
Russia's invasion of Ukraine.
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Mitchell Starc took three
early wickets to help

restrict Zimbabwe to 96 runs
and Steve Smith posted an
unbeaten 47 as Australia won
the second ODI by eight wick-
ets Wednesday to clinch the
three-match series.

After Australia won the toss
and sent the visitors in to bat,
Starc (3-24) bowled three wides
in a wild opening over but
quickly recovered his line and a
fuller length to bowl Innocent
Kaia (2), trap Wessly Madhevere
(0) lbw and have Tadiwanashe
Marumani (4) caught at point as
Zimbabwe slumped to 14 for
three. His new-ball partner Josh
Hazlewood (1-16) bowled a
consistent back-of-a-length

across two spells and was
rewarded with the wicket of
Sikanda Raza (17), leaving
Zimbabwe 46-4 at the first
drinks break.

All-rounder Cameron

Green held an outfield catch to
remove Zimbabwe's top scorer
- Sean Williams for 29 off 45
deliveries - off Adam Zampa's
bowling and then had both
Tony Munyonga and Ryan Burl

caught behind for 10.
Leg-spinner Zampa (3-21)

took the last two wickets with-
in four deliveries to ensure
Zimbabwe's innings ended
inside 28 overs.

"I thought it was clinical by
all the bowlers - the tone set by
Starc and Hazlewood at the top
of the innings was outstanding,"
Australia captain Aaron Finch
said. "Cam Green, the two spin-
ners, it couldn't have gone more
to plan today."

Richard Ngarava removed
openers David Warner (13) and
Aaron Finch (1) in the third over
to have Australia in trouble at
16-2 before Smith and Alex
Carey (26) combined in an
unbeaten 84-run third-wicket
partnership to secure victory
with 212 deliveries to spare.
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New Zealand all-rounder Colin de
Grandhomme on Wednesday announced

his retirement from international cricket.
De Grandhomme, 36, made the decision to

bring down the curtain on an impressive inter-
national career after discussions this week with
New Zealand Cricket, which has agreed to
release him from his central contract.

The Zimbabwean-born Kiwi said a range of
factors had played a part in his decision, not least
his struggles with injury and the increasing com-
petition for places in all three formats.

"I accept that I am not getting any younger
and that the training is getting harder, particu-
larly with the injuries," said de Grandhomme in
NZC statement.

"I also have a growing family and am try-
ing to understand what my future looks like
post-cricket. All of this has been on my mind
over the past few weeks.

"I've been fortunate enough to have had the
opportunity to play for the BLACKCAPS since
debuting in 2012 and I'm proud of my interna-
tional career - but I feel this is the right time to
finish."

De Grandhomme departs the internation-
al stage with an impressive record, particularly
in the Test arena; his 29 matches realising 1432
runs at 38.70, including centuries against the
West Indies and South Africa, and 49 wickets
at 32.95 - including six for 41 on debut against
Pakistan.

A measure of his influence in the Test envi-
ronment is that he featured in 18 wins, playing
a key role in New Zealand's inaugural ICC World
Test Championship campaign, which ended with

victory over India in the final at Southampton.
De Grandhomme also proved valuable in

the BLACKCAPS ODI side, in 45 outings scor-
ing 742 runs at a strike-rate of 106.15 and tak-
ing 30 wickets at 41.00 with the ball, as the side
reached a No.1 world ranking, and qualified for
the final of the 2019 ICC Cricket World Cup.

In that tournament, he starred with a 47-ball
60 in a pulsating victorious chase against South
Africa, scored 64 against Pakistan, and bowled
superbly in the final against England, taking one
for 25 off his 10 overs.

The powerful all-rounder also played in 41
T20Is, scoring 505 runs at a strike-rate of 138.35
and taking 12 wickets at 38.41 (economy rate of
8.61).
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Star Indian shuttler Kidambi
Srikanth registered a stun-

ning straight-game win over
world number 4 Lee Zii Jia but
Commonwealth Games cham-
pion Lakshya Sen suffered a
shock defeat in the opening
round of the Japan Open Super
750 tournament here on
Wednesday.

Srikanth, a former world
number 1, recovered from his
early exit from last week's
World Championships, to out-
wit fifth seed Lee 22-20, 23-21
in his men's singles opener
which lasted 37 minutes. It was
his first win over the Malaysian
in four meetings.

The 21-year-old Sen, a
2021 world championships
Bronze medallist, however,
squandered an opening game
advantage to go down 21-18,
14-21, 13-21 to world number
21 Japanese Kenta Nishimoto
in his first match.

London Olympics Bronze
medallist Saina Nehwal was
also no match for top seed
Akane Yamaguchi as she lost 9-
21, 17-21 to the local favourite
in 30 minutes.

Fast-rising men's doubles
pairing of MR Arjun and
Dhruv Kapila, who jumped
nine places to reach world
number 26 after a quarterfinal
finish at the World

Championships, also lost 21-
19, 21-23, 15-21 to Korean
combination of Choi Sol Gyu
and Kim Won Ho after wasting
a match point in the second
game.

In other results,
Birmingham Commonwealth
Games Bronze medallists
Gayatri Gopichand and Treesa
Jolly lost 17-21, 18-21 to sev-
enth seeds Jongkolphan

Kititharakul and Rawinda
Prajongjai of Thailand in
women's doubles category.

Mixed doubles pair of Juhi
Dewangan and Venkat Gaurav
Prasad lost 11-21, 10-21 to
Chinese top seed Zheng Si
Wei and Huang Ya Qiong in 23
minutes.

On Tuesday, HS Prannoy
had advanced to the second
round after his opponent Hong

Kong's Ng ka Long Angus
retired midway through the
opening match. 

It was a gritty performance
from world number 14
Srikanth, who is often guilty of
not being able to close out nar-
row matches, despite doing all
the hard work in setting up the
points.

On Wednesday, Srikanth
once again found himself in a
similar position when he
almost wasted a 15-11 advan-
tage by allowing Lee to grab
three game points but the
Indian held on to his nerves to
reel off five points on the trot
to leave his younger rival
stranded and seal the opening
game.

Stung by the opening game
reversal, Lee showed a lot of
purpose after the change of
sides. He opened up a 2-0 lead
early on and ensured a slender
one-point advantage in the
interval but soon things
changed as Srikanth turned the
tables to grab a 18-16 lead and
then stood just two points
away from a win at 20-18.

It seemed there will be
another twist in the tale as Lee
this time saved two match
points and earned himself a
game point but Srikanth
ensured there were no hiccups
as he pocketed the required
three points to shut the door on
the Malaysian.
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The Pakistan Cricket Board
has decided to manage all six

teams of the Pakistan Junior
League T20 after failing to sell
the team rights.

The board announced on
Tuesday that the inaugural PJL
would go ahead with the teams
managed directly by the board
from October 6-21.

The board also confirmed
that Pakistan's former captain
Javed Miandad would be the
league mentor while all six
teams would have mentors in Sir
Vivian Richards, Imran Tahir,
Darren Sammy, Colin Munro,
Shahid Afridi and Shoaib Malik.

The board had initially
announced and invited bids for

the sale of the six team rights but
none of the interested bidders
could match the reserve price
asked by the board.

"We know that since this is
a first ever junior T20I league

obviously sponsors and bidders
are a bit skeptical about its
commercial value and future but
the PCB believes the league
will become a successful com-
mercial property after a few sea-
sons," an official source in the
board said.

The PCB also didn't get the
required reserve prices for the
broadcasting rights of the tour-
nament which will now be
shown by the PCB and nation-
al state broadcaster PTV.

The PCB also confirmed the
player draft for the tournament
will be held in Lahore on 6
September. Details around the
draft process will be announced
shortly. PCB CEO Faisal
Hasnain said outside Pakistan,
over 140 players.
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SIndia were not at their best but
Suryakumar Yadav was, his 26-
ball 68 paving the way for the

defending champions' 40-run victo-
ry over Hong Kong and entry into
the Super 4 of the Asia Cup here on
Wednesday.

Suryakumar's scintillating knock
lifted a sedate India to 192 for two, the
Mumbaikar easily overshadowing
Virat Kohli's fluent half-century after
Hong Kong opted to bowl first.

Hong Kong were off to a good
start with the bat, but the 193-run tar-
get proved to be too much for them,
ending at 152 for five in the stipulat-
ed 20 overs.

Suryakumar orchestrated the car-
nage while Kohli made an unbeaten
59 from 44 balls, his first internation-
al fifty in more than six months, as
India amassed 78 runs in the final five
overs.

Arshdeep Singh (1/44) gave the
breakthrough, while Ravindra Jadeja
effected a direct hit to remove skip-
per Nizakat Khan and then dismissed
their top-scorer Bahar Hayat (41) to
derail their chase.

Hong Kong's scoring rate dropped
considerably after the powerplay,
with just 14 runs coming in four overs,
and the Indian spinners made things
difficult with Jadeja (1/15 in 4 overs)
leading the show in a tidy spell, three
days after he impressed with the bat
against Pakistan.

This was India's fifth consecutive
win in T20Is as they entered the Super
4 as Group A toppers with two victo-
ries from as many matches. India
defeated Pakistan by five wickets in
their opener here on Sunday.

Hong Kong and Pakistan will bat-
tle it out at Sharjah on Friday to vie
for the second slot from Group A.

Put in on a two-paced wicket, the
famed Indian top-order in skipper
Rohit Sharma (21) and his deputy KL
Rahul (36) struggled to break free
against their inexperienced rivals.

Rahul, who is coming back from
an injury layoff, looked out of sorts
and consumed 39 balls for his 36.

Of his two sixes, one came off a
free-hit as the Indian vice-captain
allowed pressure to mount on his skip-
per, who was the first to get out.

Rohit departed for a 13-ball 21,
but not before becoming the first to
get past 3500 runs in T20Is. Rohit also
crossed 12000 runs as an opener in
international cricket, the second

fastest after Sachin Tendulkar.
Under pressure to break free,

Rahul eventually perished, sweeping
a delivery outside off to get an edge
behind the stumps.

Then, Suryakumar showed how
it's done. The game's complexion
changed in no time with Suryakumar's

fireworks lighting up the Dubai sky-
line.

Hong Kong bowlers had no
answer to Surkyakumar's 360-degree
shots and last-minute improvisation.

At the other end, Kohli looked flu-
ent and got to his first half-century in
international cricket since his 52

against the West Indies in at T20I in
Kolkata on February 18.

Having shown his intent in a 34-
ball 35 against Pakistan on Sunday,
Kohli played the sheet anchor role en
route to his 31st T20I fifty.

In no time Suryakumar joined
Kohli and overshadowed the former

skipper. Batting on 42, Suryakumar
smashed Haroon Arshad for four sixes
from five balls in the final over,
which yielded India 26 runs

. He got to his sixth T20I fifty in
just 22 balls, his fastest. The pair added
98 runs in an unbroken third-wicket
partnership that came from just 42
balls. India stepped up in style in the
final five overs, which got them 78
runs. 
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Star India all-rounder Hardik
Pandya climbed eight places

in the latest ICC T20I all-
rounder rankings, released on
Wednesday, to attain his career
best fifth position after excep-
tional individual performance
against Pakistan in the Asia
Cup 2022, here.

Hardik claimed 3/25 with
the ball and made 33 not out
from just 17 balls, leading India
to a thrilling five-wicket win over
arch-rivals Pakistan in their
opening game of Asia Cup on
Sunday.

His impactful performance
also showed that the 28-year old
will be vital in India's T20
World Cup campaign later in the
year in Australia.

Meanwhile, Afghanistan's
blistering start to the tourna-
ment has also not gone unno-
ticed, with a number of players
rewarded in the updated rank-
ings. Rashid Khan's push for the
No. 1 bowler position has been
helped with a two-spot jump to
third (708 points), over fellow
leg-spinners Adil Rashid and
Adam Zampa. Left-arm wrist-
spinner Tabraiz Shamsi (716) is
next in Rashid's sights, though
Josh Hazlewood (792) boasts a
strong margin at the top of the
list. Rashid's compatriot Mujeeb
Ur Rahman has entered the top-

10 with a seven-spot move up
the rankings (660), currently
edged out for eighth by
Bhuvneshwar Kumar (661),
whose 4/26 against Pakistan
helped the Men in Blue to vic-
tory. There were no new entrants
in the T20I batting top-10,
though there was a push from
Pakistan's Mohammad Rizwan,
moving up to second (796) to
join Babar Azam (810) in the top
two.

Afghanistan's Hazratullah
Zazai's innings of 23 (26) and 37
(28) led to a three-spot rise to
14th (611). His teammate
Rahmanullah Gurbaz moved
up five spots to 29th.

There were several shuffles
across the other two formats,
with Ben Stokes' role in
England's victory over South
Africa leading to moves up in all
three Test ranking lists.

Making a hundred and tak-
ing 2/17 and 2/30, Stokes moved
up nine spots on the batting
rankings to 18th (668), five
spots to 38th on the bowling
rankings (540), and up to second
on the all-rounder list (360).
Ravindra Jadeja (384) holds on
to the top spot.

There were no moves of
note in the top-10 of the ODI
rankings, though the first match
between Australia and
Zimbabwe saw shuffles lower
down.
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India and Pakistan have been
fined 40 per cent of their

match fees for maintaining a
slow over-rate in their Group A
match of the Asia Cup 2022, the
International Cricket Council
(ICC) said on Wednesday.

Jeff Crowe of the ICC Elite
Panel of Match Referees imposed
the sanctions after Rohit Sharma
and Babar Azam's sides were
ruled to be two overs short of
their respective targets during
Sunday's match after time
allowances were taken into con-
sideration.

"In accordance with Article
2.22 of the ICC Code of Conduct
for Players and Player Support
Personnel, which relates to min-
imum over-rate offences, players
are fined 20 percent of their
match fees for every over their
side fails to bowl in the allotted
time," the ICC said in a state-
ment.

Both captains pleaded guilty
to the offence and accepted the
proposed sanction, so there was
no need for a formal hearing.
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Acase of rape has been reg-
istered against

Anandeshwar Pandey, general
secretary of the UP Olympic
Association, at Bhiwadi police
station in Rajasthan.

A handball player has
lodged an FIR against Pandey,
also the treasurer of Indian
Olympic Association (IOA),
alleging sexual assault.

Seema Sharma, a former
national-level handball player of
Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB), has
filed the complaint against
Pandey, who was also the sec-
retary general of the Handball
Federation of India (HFI) from
2013 to 2020.

In her complaint, Sharma
has accused Pandey of trying to
rape her at the UPOA's office in
Lucknow in March this year. 

As per the complaint, 28-
year-old Sharma said she met
Pandey during the selection
trials for the National Women
Handball Championships.

The trials were organised at
the KD Singh Babu Stadium on
March 12. She said she made it
to the camp and before the final
selection on March 26, she was
asked to go to Pandey's office by
her coach, where he allegedly
misbehaved and molested her,
according to the FIR.

Sharma wrote in her com-
plaint that she resisted his
advances during which her jer-
sey got torn. "He then threat-
ened me with dire consequences
and said he is very powerful and
will end my playing career," she
said in her complaint.

"I informed my higher offi-
cials about this incident," said
Sharma, who has represented
Uttar Pradesh in sub-junior,
junior and senior level nation-
al championships.

Sharma alleged that Pandey
is a repeat offender and has fin-
ished the careers of many hand-
ball players but nobody dared to
report against him because he
is "powerful and well connect-
ed."

Pandey was also in the
news last week as pictures of
him in compromising posi-
tions with different women
went viral on social media. 
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